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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Background and Setting 

The Cooperative Extension Service 4-H Program is a youth 

organization which uses a series of rewards and incentives in the field of 

competition to educate its members. The 4-H mission is to help its youth 

members develop into useful and productive members of society. Weber and 

McCuUers (1986) noted that the 4-H system of competition has proven to be 

highly effective for over 70 years. One of the 4-H program's biggest 

competitive endeavors is competitive Hvestock shows, and the program uses 

the Houston Livestock Show as one of its competitions to help satisfy this 

need. 

Over the past few years, however, competitions such as competitive 

Hvestock exhibitions have come under some criticisms. Weber and McCullers 

(1986) stated that Hterature increasingly shows that competition and 

rewards may have some surprising and unexpected hidden costs or side 

effects. They also claimed that although competition may be intended to 

motivate youth to stretch abiHties and reach goals otherwise imattainable, 

they may also Hmit a child's creativity and interest. 

This research study was designed to vaHdate some of the perceived 

benefits of competitive Hvestock exhibition at the Houston Livestock Show 

and Rodeo. The following report was quaHtative in nature and showed 

benefits youth can gain through competition. The study was built on the 

quaHtative triangulation method. First, a series of intensive interviews was 

conducted with 4-H parents and exhibitors. The other two methods were 



Hvestock show observations and review of historical documents. The primary 

Hvestock show observations were conducted at the Houston Livestock Show 

and Rodeo to observe Texas 4-H members competing in a natural 

environment. 

The Houston Livestock and Rodeo has been around for over six decades. 

It was in 1931 that the Houston Fat Stock Show and Live Stock Exposition 

W£LS founded, and it would not be for another thirty years that it would become 

known as the more familiar Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo. Today, the 

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo is one of the largest Hvestock shows in the 

world. The Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo's motto is "Benefiting Youth 

and Supporting Education," Today more than 14,000 4-H and FFA members 

from the ages of nine through nineteen compete annuaUy in the junior show 

exhibitions. (Available Internet: http://www.hlsr.comygihistory.html) 

Statement of the Problem 

Relevant data regarding Hvestock shows have indicated that 4-H and 

FFA members that participate in competitive Hvestock shows receive many 

benefits. While monetary benefits appear obvious, there are also many 

benefits related to development as a person. These benefits could be termed 

life skills. Even though there have been several quantitative studies which 

have recognized the perceived benefits of Hvestock shows, few case studies 

exist which actually demonstrate how these benefits take place. More 

explanation is needed to vaHdate the benefits exhibitors gain through 

Hvestock show competitions and how these benefits can occur. 

http://www.hlsr.comygihistory.html


Purpose and Objectives 

The purpose of this study was to vaHdate the perceived benefits of 

competitive Hvestock showing by Texas 4-H members at the Houston 

Livestock Show and Rodeo and other Hvestock exhibitions. These benefits 

were identified by observations of exhibitors and aU people who interact with 

exhibitors at the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo and other Hvestock 

shows. In-depth interviews were also conducted with present and past 

exhibitors and their families. A review of historical documents and Hterature 

on the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo and Hvestock showing in general 

also took place. As a means of accomplishing the purpose of this study, the 

following research questions were asked: 

1. What type of benefits can be attributed to competitive Hvestock 

showing by Texas 4-H members at the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo? 

2. How 2tre these benefits developed in the environment of and 

interactions with the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo and other Hvestock 

show competitions? 

Significance of the Study 

Over the past few years, increased competitiveness of some Hvestock 

exhibitors has lead to an increased focus on competition. Some 4-H leaders 

now fear that competition has gone to such an extreme in terms of desire to 

win that some cooperative activities may be more desirable. This study was 

aimed to focus on the numerous benefits 4-H exhibitors can gain through 

Hvestock showing and competition. It studied the development of Hfe sldlls 

that can be attributed to competitive Hvestock showing at the Houston 

Livestock Show and Rodeo by Texas 4-H members. 



Limitations 

The foUowing are limitations of the study that should be considered 

when reaching conclusions based on the findings: 

1. QuaHtative research aUows for selection of the study's participants. 

Consequently generalizations to non-participants should be made with 

caution as quaHtative research does not allow for appHcation of findings 

outside the participants. 

2. Participants of the study may have withheld some of their true 

feelings when participating in interviews. 

3. Observations were recorded by the researcher and research partner 

causing situations to be recorded in their perspectives only. 

Definition of Terms 

For the purpose of the study, the foUowing definitions were used: 

Benefits: As related to this study, something seen to be gained by 

Texas 4-H members through competitive Hvestock showing. 

Competition: A goal structure set forth where for one participant to 

succeed, another participant must fail. 

County Extension Agent: An official 4-H leader who has a varying 

percentage of 4-H responsibiHties as part of his or her job. These 

responsibiHties can include advising 4-H members in regards to their 

Hvestock projects. 

4-H member: The term to identify youth between the ages of 9 and 19 

who are enroUed in the 4-H club program. 

4-H program: The 4-H program is a non-formal educational program of 

the Cooperative Extension System. The mission of the Cooperative Extension 



System in conducting 4-H programs is to assist youth in acquiring knowledge, 

developing Hfe skUls, and forming attitudes that wiU enable them to become 

self-directing and contributing members of society. 

4-H project: An instrument used to educate 4-H members through 

their selected interests. 4-H members may have multiple projects at one 

time. The 4-H project has several objectives in regards to educating 4-H 

members. The objectives are as foUows: (1) develop leadership skills, bmld 

character and assume citizenship responsibiHties, (2) explore career, job, and 

productive leisure opportunities, (3) develop skills, knowledge and attitudes 

for Hfe-long use, (4) learn to respect yourself and others, and (5) share 

knowledge gained with others. 

4-H volunteer leader: Adults who volunteer their time to serve as a 

leader or assistant for an organized 4-H program. Their role of volunteerism 

wOl vary from person to person. 

Interactions: In this study refers to engagements between a 4-H 

participants and something within the natural Hvestock show environment. 

These engagements can occur with other participants, various adults, and/or 

animals. 

Junior Hvestock shows: The competitive exhibition of Hvestock by 

Texas 4-H and FFA members. This competition can serve as a 4-H project. 

J .iff •̂ k̂ ^̂ l•s; QuaHties beHeved a person should possess in order to 

become a self-directing and contributing member of society. 

Livestock shows: The site where a Hvestock show occurs. These sites 

include several levels such as local shows, county shows, and major shows. 

The Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo is one of several major Hvestock 

shows. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The theoretical base for this study was acquired from a review of 

relevant Hterature. The following review was focused on the 4-H program, 

similar youth organizations, and benefits of the 4-H program. Also this 

review studied Hvestock shows, competition, and the Houston Livestock Show 

and Rodeo. 

The 4-H Program 

No one person, place or time can be identified with the beginning of 

4-H. Instead, this educational movement began in various ways under the 

pioneering leadership of many people to meet specific situations in individual 

communities around the turn of the century. According to Sanders (1966), the 

first efforts in the 4-H movement were designed to complement the formal 

teachings of the school and provide opportunities to apply the knowledge of 

school education to practical real life situations. There was an emphasis put 

on projects such as pigs, calves, poultry, crops, canning, sewing, and related 

concerns. Members were encouraged to focus on taking care of projects, and 

giving talks and demonstrations about their work (Sanders, 1966). 

In 1912, the 4-H program got its formal beginning with the 

establishment of land-grant universities and was enhanced in 1914 when the 

Smith-Lever act was passed and the Cooperative Extension Service was 

formed. Sanders (1966) stated the Extension system helped coordinate the 

local com clubs, caff clubs and similar groups into single entities. Priority 



was given to the development of local club organizations, with encouragement 

for a regular pattern of meetings with business conducted by officers elected 

by the members themselves, and with a planned program of educational 

activities and. events. 

In the 1920's, the familiar 4-H emblem, the green four-leaf clover with 

the white "H" superimposed on each leaf came into popularity. Local groups 

and state programs had been known by various names, but the 4-H Club 

identification became more and more commonplace. In 1927, the modem 4-H 

pledge was adopted: 

I Pledge 
My Head to clearer thinking. 
My Heart to greater loyalty. 
My Hands to larger service and 
My Health to better Hving, for 
My Club, my Community, and my Country. 

It would not be until the 1970's that the word "World" be included in the last 

Hne of the pledge. The 4-H motto was also designed, and its purpose was to 

serve as an unending challenge for each individual 4-H member. The 4-H 

motto simply states, "To Make the Best Better" (Sanders, 1966, p. 263). 

Since the initial effort by pubHc school officials to utilize the natural 

environment as a classroom, 4-H has grown in size, membership and 

complexity (Ladewig and Thomas, 1985). In 1994, the National 4-H council 

reported over five and a haff milHon members from the ages of five to 

nineteen. (Available Internet: http://www.fourhcouncil.edu/nfstat.htm) 

Active involvement of parents, volunteer leaders, and other adults is reHed on 

heavily to conduct educational subject/project experiences which are 

supported by research and extension functions of the USDA Land Grant 

http://www.fourhcouncil.edu/nfstat.htm


University System. Wessel and Wessel (1982) also identified contributions 

from the private sectors at aU levels, which included county, state, and 

national support. 

Today, the overaH objective of 4-H remains the same: the development 

of youth as individuals and as responsible and productive citizens. Four-H 

offers youth opportunities in communications, leadership, career 

development, Hvestock, home improvement, and computer technology 

(Available Internet: http://www.fourhcouncil.edu/ nfstat.htm). The 4-H 

experience is designed to aUow yovmg people the opportunity to master 

scientific and technical information and skills they wiU need to be productive, 

successful citizens of this world society (The Texas 4-H Opportunities 

Handbook, 1994). Also, the 4-H curriculum includes the sum of experiences 

that youth have in their clubs, projects, councils, committees, leadership 

retreat labs, exchange programs and competitive events. 

The 4-H program has developed as an informal youth education 

movement around the philosophy of "learn by doing." Wessel and Wessel 

(1982) reported that educational leaders, working to revitalize rural schools, 

were a major force behind this principle of appHed education. The early goal 

of this program was to relate formal education to the rural experiences of 

students. Educators also found that youth projects could be used to 

demonstrate the value of recommended farm practices to adult farmers 

(Ladewig and Thomas, 1985). 

One of the key tools used to educate 4-H members has been identified 

as the 4-H project. Of the five and a haff milHon 4-H members approximately 

one point eight milHon had some type of animal or poultry project (Available 
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Internet: http://www.fourhcouncil.edu/nfstat.htm). The 4-H County 

Management Guide (1993) described project aims as foUows: 

4-H project work provides the most fundamental learning experience in 
the 4-H program. A 4-H project is a "learn-by-doing" experience. 
"Leaming-by doing" in a 4-H project is one of the best learning and 
motivational techniques for boys and girls. Each 4-H'er may 
participate in one or more projects to meet his or her personal 
interests. The 4-H program is flexible enough so 4-H'ers may 
undertake any task they desire, providing there is some place to gain 
information or someone to help them develop the necessary sldlls. 

The aim of 4-H is to promote the development of each boy's and girl's 
potential. 4-H provides opportunities for this development through 
projects, which serve as the foundation of the informal education 
program. A project is the means for instilling essential Hfe skills that 
enable. The action of the project will help youth and adults grow. They 
grow by learning about things, other people and themselves. In a 
project, members work to improve their own skills, knowledge and 
understanding. The growth and development of the 4-H'er is more 
important than achieving perfection in project work. The goal is for the 
4-H'er to have a fun learning experience, (p. 1) 

Four-H projects are used as important vehicles for achievements and 

growth. Four-H members are able to bmld Hfe sldlls they can use the rest of 

their Hves. These Hfe sldlls are bvdlt into 4-H projects, and often activities 

and events that help participants become contributing, productive, seff-

directed members of a forward moving society. Four-H educational 

experiences are bmlt around Hfe skills that center on positive seff-esteem, 

communication and decision making. Other aspects of this educational 

program include leadership skills, learning how to learn, and the abiHty to 

cope with change (Available Internet: Netscape http://www.fourhcouncil.edu/ 

nfstat.htm). 

http://www.fourhcouncil.edu/nfstat.htm
http://www.fourhcouncil.edu/


Every 4-H project is designed to offer various awards along with 

educational activities. Each individual project within the 4-H program is 

designed with objectives in mind. According to the Texas 4-H opportunities 

Handbook (1994), five basic skills objectives apply to all 4-H projects. Those 

basic skills should be developed by 4-H members and were as foUows: (1) 

develop leadership skills, build character and assume citizenship 

responsibiHties; (2) explore career, job and productive leisure opportunities; 

(3) develop skills, knowledge and attitudes for Hfe long use; (4) learn to use 

accepted practices for mental, physical and emotional health and to respect 

yourseff and others; and (5) share knowledge gained with others. 

The 4-H County Management Guide (1993) notes that 4-H project work 

provides the most fundamental learning experience in the 4-H program based 

on the theory of learning by doing. The 4-H curriculum handbook, Managing 

4-H Membership Units (1993), describes the 4-H project group experience as 

"...one of the most important parts of a 4-H member's educational 

experiences" (p.245). 

SimUar Youth Organizations 

In the United States there are numerous youth organizations which 

provide participants with peer interactions, exposure to competition, and 

opportunities to receive rewards. Youth organizations are beHeved to have 

served youth weU for many years. Debord (1990) reported that youth clubs 

prepare youth for adulthood in a competitive society. The 4-H program is one 

of more than 300 national youth associations that share a common mission-

transferring parts of the nation's beHefs, attitudes, skills, knowledge, values, 

etc. to America's youth (Ladewig and Thomas 1985). 
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Some U.S. youth organizations are vocational in nature. The United 

States Department of Education recognized ten vocational student 

organizations as being an integral part of vocational education instructional 

programs in 1993. The organizations were Business Professionals of 

America, Distributive Educational Clubs of America, Future Business 

Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda, Future Homemakers of America, 

Health Occupations Students of America, National Postsecondary 

Agricultural Student Organization, National Young Farmers Educational 

Association, Technology Student Association, Vocational Industrial Clubs of 

America, and the National FFA Organization. 

The National FFA organization is similar in nature to the National 

4-H program. Both organizations aim to serve the youth of America. Over 

time, these programs provided rural youth with leadership, feUowship, and 

commimity service opportunities. Today, both organizations stiU strive to 

prepare youth to become successful adults through similar educational 

activities (National FFA Organization, 1996). 

In 1928, the FFA was organized to provide leadership and competitive 

activities for educational development of farm boys (Stockton, Dillingham, 

Cepica, and Eggenberger, 1988). In 1963, the program was enlarged to include 

students from non-farming areas, and in 1969 females were officiaUy 

admitted as members (Vaughn, Vaughn, and Vaughn, 1993). The mission of 

the FFA states, "FFA makes a positive difference in the Hves of students by 

developing their potential for premier leadership, personal growth and career 

success through agricultural education" (National FFA Official Manual, 

1997, p.4). 

11 



Today, the FFA motto gives its members twelve words to Hve by. These 

words are "Learning to do. Doing to learn. Earning to Hve, Living to serve" 

(National FFA Official Manual, 1997, p. 9). The FFA program works in 

conjunction with agriscience classes to provide "learning by doing" activities 

to educate its members. One primary "learning by doing" tool used by the 

FFA is the Supervised Agricultural Experience Program. SAE programs 

provide FFA members with hands-on experience in goal setting, planning and 

record keeping (Available Internet http://jasmine.esul0.kl2.ne. 

us/loupcity/organiza/ffa.html, October 1997). FFA members may participate 

in a SAE program that reflects their interests and career goals. Livestock 

projects meet the requirements to serve as an SAE project. 

Benefits of the 4-H Program 

For numerous years, the 4-H program has been regarded as a very 

effective organization that develops its youth members for adult Hfe through 

participation, programs, and competitive activities. Webers and McCuUers 

(1982) noted that 4-H members who typicaUy reach the highest levels of 

achievement in the program are typicaUy very successful in other aspects of 

Hfe as weU. 

Cano and Bankston (1992) reported that youth beheve that awards 

and recognition through 4-H activities help to bmld seff-confidence whUe 

making youth feel good about themselves. Rewards and recognition through 

the 4-H program are intended to motivate 4-H members to reach their fuU 

potential. Kowitz and Dronberge (1975) noted that awards through 4-H range 

from blue ribbons at a county fair, to coUege scholarships and thousands of 

doUars in premium money. A study of Tennessee 4-H agents, found that 
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awards in 4-H motivated 4-H'ers, developed feelings of seff worth, stimulated 

striving for success, encouraged positive attitudes toward competition, and 

were important to 4-H members (CordeU, 1987). According to Van De Riet 

(1962), 4-H competitions can lead to citizenship, better work, and more 

learning. 

Beaty (1993) found that 4-H alumni have reported that participation in 

4-H competitive activities positively affected their development of Hfe skQls 

and their knowledge of possible careers. It was also found that 4-H alumni 

rated their 4-H experiences higher in gained knowledge and skills and 

developing of seff worth than did alumni of other youth organizations 

(Ladewig and Thomas, 1987). Also, a number of former 4-H members have 

been shown to participate as 4-H volunteers (Baker, 1991). 

One beHef of 4-H is that it helps its members in the development of 

Hfe skiUs. Boyd, Herring, and Briers (1992) described skiUs necessary for 

adulthood. The five primary skUls they focused on were Hsted as the abiHty 

to work with others, seff understanding, communicating, making decisions, 

and leadership. These skiUs are often caUed Hfe skills and are considered to 

be required by adults everyday to be productive members of society. The 

development of Hfe skills was beHeved to aUow youth to cope with their 

environment by making responsible decisions, having a better imderstgmding 

of their values, and being better able to communicate and get along with 

others. Four-H also provides a unique opportunity of parent-chUd interaction 

through its programs. 

A study conducted by Boyd, Herring, and Briers (1992) studied 

perceptions of 4-H members and non 4-H members regarding the 

development of Hfe skills. The study revealed that 4-H Club members 
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perceptions of their development of leadership Hfe skiUs were significantly 
J 

higher than the perceptions of non-4-H youth for aU measurement scales. The 

impHcations for their study foimd the 4-H program to be positively related to 

perceived leadership Hfe skUl development. The study went on to indicate 

that the level of leadership Hfe skQl development increased as the level of 4-H 

participation increased. They finaUy noted that ff the goal of youth 

development programming is to prepare youth for adulthood, then this study 

indicates that 4-H programming in Texas is accompHshing its mission (Boyd, 

Herring, and Briers 1992). 

Livestock Shows 

Livestock shows have been aroiuid for numerous years and are a major 

part of the 4-H and FFA programs. Many future agriculturists will come from 

a background where the Hvestock show program is strongly emphasized 

(Stockton, 1977). Livestock shows require youth's total involvement and 

require time to keep the exhibitor busy and out of trouble. Livestock shows 

also provide an opportunity for youth to compare and compete in a learning 

atmosphere. Stockton (1977) also noted these shows also supply a chUd who 

is not proficient in sports, band, or similar sports activities a chance to 

compete effectively. 

Livestock shows also provide a quaHty family activity. "One of the 

most rewarding sights is the involvement of a total famUy working together to 

try to "win" (Stockton, 1977, p. 58). Commonly, a family can be held together 

more closely by the total effort entaUed in showing Hvestock. Stockton also 

stated "It is not uncommon to hear a parent say sadly that "this wUl be our 
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last year" because their youngest son or daughter is graduating from the 

program. 

Stockton (1977) also noted another Hvestock show benefit being the 

advancement in Hvestock as a whole. Livestock shows are an ultimate in 

initiating and exhibiting the reflection of consumer demands through raising 

better animals. 

Competition 

The 4-H program and Houston Livestock Show are both bmlt on the 

basis of competition. Leef (1996) noted that long before history began to be 

recorded, man was competing for food, mates, and territory. In modem times 

man is competing for jobs, resources, customers, victories in athletic contests, 

and awards in many different fields of human endeavor. Competition in one 

form or another is inevitable as long as the things we desire remain scarce, 

and there is not enough for everyone to have what he or she desires. Leef 

(1996) also went onto state that competition is thrust on us by nature. 

Previous studies as reviewed by Epstein and Harackienicz (1992) have 

rehed on Deutsch's definition of competition. Deutsch's definition of 

competition is as foUows: 

a social situation in which the goals of the separate individuals are so 
Hnked that there is negative correlation among their goal attainments. 
An individual can attain his or her goal only ff the other participants 
cannot attain their goal. (Deutsch, 1949, p. 132) 

KeUey and Thibaut (1969) described a "perfect competition" as a zero-

sum situation in which one person wins and the other must lose. Smith and 

CoUins (1987) gave their own definition of competition as related to the 4-H 

program. They said competition was the opportunity for 4-H members to 
15 



compare their achievements in relation to their previous achievement, a 

standard of exceUence, and/or in relation to other 4-H members. 

As noted, Weber and McCuUers (1986) stated that the 4-H program 

reHes on competitive rewards to achieve its mission of helping youth develop 

into useful and productive adult members of society. Rewards in 4-H are set 

up to motivate its members to reach their fuUest potential. 4-H rewards may 

range from a blue ribbon, to a national coUege scholarship, and thousands of 

doUars in premium money. Weber and McCuUers (1986) also said "The 

reHance on competition and material rewards as a means of enhancing 

performance and motivation is not pecuHar to 4-H. Indeed, it is central to our 

American way of Hfe" (p. 20). The 4-H system of competition has proven to be 

highly effective for over seven decades, and ff competition were not effective 

the program would have abandoned it years ago, along with the rest of society. 

Competition is ideaUy suited to individuals who enjoy a competitive struggle 

and the chance to become "winners." 4-H members who traditionaUy attain 

the highest levels of achievement in the program are typicaUy very successful 

in other aspects of Hfe as weU. 

Livestock shows make up a large part of the 4-H program, and 

competition is an integral part of Hvestock shows. Stockton (1977) said "The 

key to keen genuine interest in Hvestock shows is competition; the backbone of 

the free enterprise system" (p. 58) Stockton added Hvestock shows transpose 

competition to an individual level which does not discriminate to a person's 

size, physical abiHty, inteUigence, or sex. Boys and girls, fathers and mothers, 

and vocational agriculture teachers and extension service agents are 

mesmerized by opportunities afforded through competition. Many new 

learning situations are created and estabHshed daily, ranging from selection 
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to showing. The kind of Hvestock shown is incidental as a person will 

experience aU the competition he or she desires regardless of the kind of 

Hvestock selected (Stockton, 1977). 

Franken and Brown (1994) hypothesized as to why certain people enjoy 

competitive situations. They felt there are three primary reasons: 

One reason is that there are winners and losers in most competitive 
situations. If you like to win then you need to pit yourseff against 
another person so that you can be the winner and they can be the loser. 
A second reason that people may Hke competitive situations is that 
competitive situations provide them with people whom they can model 
or simply a situation that fosters the mastery of a skiU. In other words, 
the competitive situation would provide an ideal situation for 
improving one's performance. A third reason people may Hke 
competitive situations is they can be a source of motivation. 
Competitive situations provide people with information about what is 
an acceptable or high level of performance. To the degree that people 
are motivated to be highly competent, they might be motivated to put 
forth greater effort in competitive situations, (p. 176) 

They went on to note that people select competitive situations for different 

reasons. For some it is a matter of improved performance and for others it is 

the need to win. FinaUy, some view competition as a source of motivation. 

Leef (1996) noted the virtues of peaceful competition compel each 

competitor to continuaUy improve his skiUs, his efficiency, and the 

desirabUity of his or her product or service. Competitors understand that 

sloppiness, carelessness, waste, and indifference to the desires of others wUl 

be punished. Obviously the punishment is not physical or administered by a 

malevolent authority, but simply the pmiishment of not getting what one 

wants, or at least not as much as one wants. 

Leef (1996) added that in the worlds of business, poHtics, and sports, 

competition reigns and the results are brought to our attention daUy. Most 
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people do not understand that competition also exists among non-profit 

service institutions, and that when it does, these institutions are affected by 

it in the same beneficial way that the more obvious competitive institutions 

are. If institutions are freed from competition it is one of the worst mistakes 

we can make. Declining quaHty, increasing costs, irresponsible and high

handed management can be expected from a lack of competition. This occurs 

because no longer must they focus their energies and do their best to please 

customers or contributors. Another thing Leef (1996) added was: 

Competition makes people feel insecure and that is a good thing. When 
people feel insecure, they strive to become more secure and that in turn 
causes them to do their utmost to serve those who patronize them. In 
the end, they reduce scarcity and Hft society. 

To eliminate the need to compete is to do away with a host of beneficial 

incentives for optimizing performance and to accept the dangerous idea that 

coercion is acceptable which is always a bad idea. 

During the past two decades, however, there has been a growing concern 

about the effects of competition on youth, and this has been especiaUy 

meaningful to professionals working with 4-H and FFA members (Smith and 

CoUins, 1987). Some researchers are concerned and feel that low achievers 

wiU try and avoid a competitive environment (Billing, 1980; Kirteeng, 1965; 

Parker and Johnson, 1981). In contrast, PruwoHch (1982) reported in his 

study on competition that youth who felt they had done badly tried much 

harder the next time consequently meaning competition went far from 

discouraging the 'losers." More researchers go on to add that 4-H and FFA 

adult leaders understand that these low achievers may be the ones who 

benefit the most from opportunities provided by the 4-H and FFA (Abbott, 

Sutton, Jackson, and Logan, 1976; Keith and Hoopfer, 1984). 
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An educational variable that is replacing competition in some settings 

is cooperative learning. Ames and Ames (1978) argued that chUdren's 

reactions to success and faQure experiences are to a great extent determined 

by the reward contingencies of the achievement setting. They stated reward 

structures of competition have different impHcations for chUdren who differ in 

level of seff-concept. In general, it can be shown that the negative 

consequences of faUure are accentuated in certain competitions, and that 

successful experiences do not necessarily facUitate seff-concept development 

and positive social behavior. They beHeved that winning can produce 

exaggerated views of one's abiHty, and worth and a downgrading of the losing 

other, perhaps encouraging unrealistic expectancies for one's future 

performance. In contrast noncompetitive or cooperative structures may be 

valuable tools for promoting interpersonal attraction by emphasizing 

simUarities across students regardless of their different levels of 

performance. 

In a study by Epstein and Harackiewicz (1992) they found the foUowing 

as related to competition: 

competition is a complex social phenomenon with the potential to both 
enhance and midermine intrinsic interest. The same competitive 
structure was shown to have both positive and negative effects 
depending on the personaHty characteristics of the competing 
individual-specificaUy, achievement orientation, (p. 137) 

In the social sciences, competition has been a topic of interest for many 

years. It began with Triplett (1897) who found that competition against 

others resulted in greater performance than did "pacing" against a standard. 

The concept of competition has appeared in the Hterature of many disciplines 

including social psychology, organizational behavior, educational psychology, 
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and sports psychology. Sommer (1989) stated "In spite of this wealth of 

attention, our understanding of the competition phenomenon is severely 

Hmited" (p.l). 

In organizations competition does appear to be an appropriate and 

acceptable style of behavior (Sommer, 1989). Those organizations, which 

reflect successful leader personaHties and behavior often, contain statements 

about "the winning spirit" and "maintaining that competitive edge." FinaUy, 

Kieth (1997) wrote *Tour-H should continue to offer competitive activities as 

part of its educational program" (p. 135). A large majority of the parents who 

have chUdren enroUed in 4-H have a positive attitude toward 4-H. 

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo 

In January 1931 seven men met for lunch at the Texas State Hotel and 

the Houston Fat Stock Show and Live Stock Exposition was estabHshed. The 

first show was held in April of 1932. Today, the show is known by the more 

famUiar Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo and is the largest Hvestock show 

in the world with 33,367 Hvestock entries recorded in 1997. Junior show 

exhibitors include 14,520 4-H and FFA members from across Texas and they 

compete for $3,630,754 in guaranteed premiums (AvaUable Internet: 

Netscape URL http://www.hlsr.com/gitacts.html). 

The Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo is a 501 (c)(3) charitable 

organization with the motto of "Benefiting Youth and Supporting Education." 

The mission of the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo is as foUows: 

The mission of the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo is to make 
maximum use of faciHties, volunteer effort, staff and financial 
resources to benefit youth, to support educational programs and 
institutions, to expand agricultural horizons and to preserve and honor 
pioneer heritages and cultures whUe establishing the show as an 
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internationaUy recognized attraction providing quaHty, affordable and 
entertaining learning experiences to spectators and to the general 
pubHc. (AvaUable Internet: Netscape URL http://www.hlsr.com/ 
gitacts.html) 

AnnuaUy, the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo gives more than eight 

million doUars to Texas youth to go toward education. In the 1996-1997 the 

Show contributed $4,254,625 in scholarships and direct financial aid, and 

another $3,843,172 contributed through junior auctions, prize moneys and 

school art awards (AvaUable Internet: Netscape URL 

http://www.hlsr.com/gitacts.html). 

Each year, the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo shatters the record 

books in the rodeo arena and in the Hvestock show ring, and draws 

phenomenal crowds approaching the two mUHon mark. The Houston 

Livestock Show and Rodeo has been said to be a combination of spectacular 

events such as Mardi Gras, the Super Bowl, the World Series, a country music 

awards show and the running of the buUs in Pamplona, Spain. "But most 

importantly, it has played a notable role in enhancing the Hves of thousands 

of young people in the state of Texas." (AvaUable Internet: Netscape URL 

http://www.hlsr.com/gitacts.html). 

Summary of Review of Literature 

This review of Hterature demonstrated that Hvestock shows are youth 

activities that can benefit youth. The review showed 4-H projects to be a 

useful tool in helping its members develop into productive members of society. 

The 4-H program and simUar youth organizations were shown to be beneficial 

in the development of Hfe skUls by members. Also, the Houston Livestock 
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show and Rodeo was proven one of the largest Hvestock shows in the world 

and was vaHd for field observations. 
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CHAPTER m 

METHODOLOGY 

Design for the Study 

The research design for the study was quaHtative in nature, which is 

common in behavioral and social sciences. CampbeU and Martin (1992) 

noted to be effective and of service as agricvJtural and extension educators, 

quaHtative research methods should be incorporated into research projects. 

The assumption of quaHtative research is the researcher can best come 

to know the reaHty of a situation by being there and becoming immersed in 

the stream of events and activities (Hathaway, 1995). Jacob (1988) described 

quaHtative research as foUows: 

QuaHtative research has been characterized as emphasizing the 
importance of conducting research in a natural setting, as assuming the 
importance of understanding participants' perspectives, and as 
assuming that it is important for researchers subjectively and 
empatheticaUy to know the perspectives of participants, (p. 16) 

Several methods can be used to coUect data in quaHtative research. 

Methods for coUection include interviews, observations, and review of 

documents, books, and video tapes. However, coUected data are not 

quantified by statistical methods. Basic procedures often involve (1) 

estabHshing field relationships for coUection of data and (2) utUizing 

symboHc interactionism for interpretation of the findings. 

EstabHshment of Field Relationships 

In quaHtative studies the researcher is the "instrument," and the 

researcher's presence in the Hves of the participants is fundamental to the 
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paradigm (MarshaU and Rossman, 1994). Unlike quantitative approaches, 

in quaHtative studies the researcher must attend to strategic, ethical, and 

personal issues due to proximity of the participants. These issues can be 

sorted into entry to and exit from the field, ethics, and reciprocity. 

Entry to and Exit from the Field 

Gaining access to appropriate research sites and gaining formal 

approval requires time, patience, and sensitivity to the rhythms and norms of 

a group (MarshaU and Rossman, 1994). Entrance into the majority of sites at 

Hvestock shows is open to the pubHc. This research study included access to 

pubHc and non-pubHc sites at the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo with 

permission of show officials. The selected interview participants were asked 

ff they were willing to participate in the study. Also, access to some of the 

interview participants natural settings was granted. 

Ethics 

The quaHtative researcher has an obHgation to respect the rights, 

needs, values, and desires of research informants (CresweU, 1994). In order to 

fulfill these obHgations, the researcher: (a) kept aU records, transcriptions, 

and field notes confidential and (b) assured the anonjrmity of resesurch 

participants through aHas names in data coUection, data analysis, and thick 

description. 

Reciprocity 

QuaHtative studies intrude into settings as participants adjust to the 

researcher's presence (MarshaU and Rossman, 1994). This study required 
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interview participants to volunteer time for interviews, and observation 

participants volunteered privacy as weU. The researcher in this study 

reciprocated site access by: (a) volunteering to help during stock shows 

including the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo, and (b) helping 

participants with their projects when needed. 

SvmboHc Interactionism 

The theory of symboHc interactionism was used as a means of 

interpreting the perceived benefits of competitive Hvestock showing at the 

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo by Texas 4-H members. In the domain of 

symboHc interactionism, the interest of the research is in luiderstanding how 

individuals take and make meaning in interaction with others (MarshaU and 

Rossman, 1994). The focus of symboHc interactionism is an integration of seff 

and society along with analysis of the constructed nature of social meaning 

and reaHty. 

Blumer (1969) suggested that symboHc interactionism is based on the 

foUowing central principles: (1) human beings act toward things on the basis 

of the meaning that things have for them, (2) this attribution of meaning to 

objectives through sjmibols is a continuous process, and (3) meaning 

attribution is a product of social interaction in human society. Charon (1995) 

noted that symbols include words, objectives, and almost aU acts with other 

people. Sjnnbols are the basis for almost everything that characterizes the 

human being in nature. A necessary condition for the study of social 

interaction is careful attention to the overt behaviors and behavior settings of 

actors and their interactions (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). 
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The primary basis of symboHc interactionism is to understand the 

subject being studied. Consequently, symboHc interactionism requires that 

the researcher actively enters the worlds of people being studied in order to 

see the situation as it is seen by the actor, observing what the actor takes 

into account, and observing how the actor interprets what is taken into 

account. The researcher must develop an understanding of symboHc meaning 

4-H members, parents, volunteers, and advisors place on their own social 

world. This aided in understanding the benefits and Hfe skUls exhibitors can 

attribute to competitive Hvestock showing. 

Competitive Hvestock showing c£ui have many meanings for its 4-H 

participants. Some meanings 4-H members develop from Hvestock showing 

are simUar meanings developed from other 4-H projects. Many of these 

meanings are linked to social activity and competition. Competition can be 

Hnked to rewards with two primary rewards being education and learning by 

exhibitors. AdditionaUy, Stockton (1977) said Hfe skills can also be 

attributed to the Hvestock show program. The key S5niibol analyzed in this 

research was perceived benefits of competitive Hvestock showing and more 

spedficaUy development of Hfe skills by Texas 4-H members. These 

participants were primarily studied in the envirormient of the Houston 

Livestock Show and Rodeo. 

Assumptions of SymboHc Interactionism 

The foUowing assumptions are made as they are related to the 

theoretical perspective of this study: 

1. Meaning is constructed through social interaction. 

2. Individuals act on the basis of meanings they perceive. 
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3. Meanings change in the course of interaction because of different 

perceptions held by the actors. 

4. ReaHty is not a prior given: it is based upon interpretations and it 

is constructed. 

5. ReaHty is not fixed but changes according to the actors and the 

context. 

Assumptions for the Study 

The foUowing assumptions are made as they are related to competitive 

Hvestock showing by Texas 4-H members based on symboHc interactionism: 

1. 4-H members, parents, volunteers, and advisors develop meanings 

through social interaction with other individuals within the setting. 

2. The meanings developed by 4-H members, parents, volunteers, and 

advisors are constantly changing when they interact with individuals or 

objects in the environment. 

3. AU Hvestock shows are simUar to the Houston Livestock Show and 

Rodeo when comparing meanings related to benefits and Hfe skills gained 

through Hvestock showing. 

Participants 

Participants of the study consisted of people associated with the 4-H 

program and the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo. This group consisted of 

current 4-H exhibitors, past 4-H exhibitors, parents of 4-H exhibitors, 4-H 

volunteers. County Extension Agents and Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo 

officials. 
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The participants who participated in the interview portion of the study 

were purposely selected. QuaHtative research aUowed for the selection of the 

project's participants. Those selected to be interviewed were considered to be 

experts in the subject as aU had multiple years experience in the area. 

Some of the people interviewed served dual roles. AU of the past 

exhibitors had also gained experience volunteering with Hvestock exhibitors 

since they finished showing. Two past exhibitors had even volunteered for the 

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo and one now serves as an assistant 

County Extension Agent actively involved with 4-H exhibitors. The majority 

of parents interviewed showed Hvestock as a youth and part showed at the 

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo. AU parents interviewed also volunteered 

with their local 4-H dub. 

People Hsted in observations were aU observed at either the Houston 

Livestock Show and Rodeo or the barrow sift which was held at Brenham, 

Texas. Portions of the observed population were asked informal questions 

with results being recorded in field observation notes. 

Context for the Study 

This study was conducted during faU and winter of the 1997-1998 

Hvestock show season concluding with the Houston Livestock Show in early 

March. This period of time included 4-H members purchasing, caring for, and 

exhibiting their Hvestock projects. Although several types of Hvestock could 

be shown the study was Hmited to exhibition of market swine, market sheep, 

market steers, and breeding heffers. These were the most numerous types of 

Hvestock exhibited by 4-H members at the Houston Livestock Show and 

Rodeo. 
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In order for perfection of field observations and exposure to the culture 

data were gathered during several area jackpot shows, local shows, county 

shows. These atmospheres provided a practical view of the 4-H show 

industry, and helped perfect the research for appHcation prior to observations 

at the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo. Livestock shows used for practice 

observations were aU within the South Plains and Panhandle of Texas. 

In order to conduct observations at the Houston Livestock Show and 

Rodeo aU appropriate faciHties and estabHshments were observed. AU places 

exhibitors were aUowed on the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo grounds 

were noted in field observations. Two other direct observation sites related to 

the Houston show were the barrow sfft at Brenham, Texas and the whether 

sfft at Rosenberg, Texas. Also, Houston hotels, motels, and restaurants were 

included for observations. AU of these observation sites were related in the 

development of themes for the study. 

The interviews conducted for the research were primarily conducted at 

the willing participants homes. Interviews conducted in the homes of 

exhibitors and their famihes aUowed for the participants to be comfortable 

during the interview sessions. Also, visits to some of the places where current 

exhibitors kept their animals were aUowed. 

Methods of Data Collection 

According to Denzin and Lincoln (1995), a bricoleur researcher is adept 

at performing a large number of diverse tasks which aUows for better 

perception of the subject at hand. In order to achieve various methods for 

interpretive research, this study used the triangulation method for coUection 
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of data. The data coUection methods included (1) in-depth interviewing, (2) 

observations, and (3) a review of historical documents. 

In-depth interviewing can be considered to be like a conversation with a 

purpose (MarshaU and Rossman, 1995). This interviewing process is an 

informal process where the researcher explores a few general topics looking 

to uncover the participants meaning perspective. The researcher respects how 

the participant frames and structures his or her responses, which is an 

assumption fundamental to quaHtative research. This process aUowed for 

the participant's beHefs to not be influenced by the researcher. Interviews for 

this study took place prior to the 1998 Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo at 

famiHar settings for the participants such as their home or place of business. 

Informal conversations at Hvestock exhibitions were also used, but they were 

recorded as field observations. 

The second process was observation and is a fundamental method in 

aU quaHtative inquiry. The researcher needs to witness the phenomenon at 

hand in order to analyze it (Adler and Adler, 1995). This procedure aUowed 

the researcher to view 4-H exhibitors in a natural environment. The Houston 

Livestock Show and Rodeo along with several other settings were used to 

satisfy this need throughout the study. Observations were conducted from 

several settings such as animal stalls, holding pens, and inside and outside of 

the show ring. Observations were recorded as written text and/or videotaped 

and converted to field notes at a later time. 

The final method was a review of historical records, which enabled 

comparison of what is happening in the 4-H Hvestock show program now to 

what happened in the past. Documents and articles about Hvestock shows in 

general along with the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo specifically were 
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reviewed. These texts were reviewed carefuUy for emergent themes that 

appeared often. 

The primary data coUection methods used in this study included (1) in-

depth interviewing, (2) observations, and (3) a review of historical documents. 

These three processes helped estabHsh triangulation for validity. Also, the 

researcher kept a personal journal in order to eliminate personal biases. 

Data Analysis 

In quaHtative studies data analysis occurs by data being broken down, 

conceptugdized, and put back together in new ways. This process of analysis 

is caUed coding (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). The goal of coding is to 

communicate a true and accurate report of the findings (Brink, 1991). Three 

methods of coding rooted in symboHc interactionism were used in the study. 

Open, axial, and selective coding were these methods and were used to 

analyze the interview transcripts, field observations, and historical 

documents. 

The coding of data by means of open, axial, and selective coding can be 

used to conduct thematic analysis (Benner, 1985). Breaking down, examining, 

conceptualizing, and categorizing data make up the process of open coding. 

After open coding data were put back together through axial coding by making 

connections between categories. Axial coding involves utilizing a coding 

paradigm involving conditions, context, action/interactional strategies and 

consequences (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). FinaUy, data were selectively 

coded by putting data into core categories and developing themes related to 

the study. 
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Control Methods 

In order to supply a quaHtative study with vaHdity, control measures 

are buUt into the study. In this study multiple steps were taken in order to 

avoid interpretive biases. Proper control methods assure truthfidness of 

presented resiUts. 

Triangulation was used in the research study. Triangulation involves 

the incorporation of multiple data coUection methods in order to increase the 

confidence that may be placed in research findings (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). 

This study used in-depth interviews, observations, and review of historical 

documents to estabHsh three methods for triangulation. Data from the three 

methods was constantly compared to estabHsh emergent themes and 

eHminate weak themes. 

The use of audio tape and videotape was used for credibUity and 

avoidance of researcher biases. Audio tape was used for interviewing and 

reflective journal entries and it aided to give word by word accounts of what 

was being said or occurring. The reflective journal helped the researcher more 

closely evaluate personal biases. Videotape was also used for observation 

field notes. 

The final control method was to conduct the study during the same 

time frame of a simUar study. The two researchers compared findings in 

order to help eliminate each others personal biases. 
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CHAPTER rV 

FINDINGS 

Introduction 

Three methods of data coUection were used in order to obtain data 

regarding the perceived benefits of competitive Hvestock showing by Texas 

4-H members. The three methods used, which helped estabHsh triangularity, 

were as foUows: (1) in-depth interviewing, (2) field observations, and (3) 

review of historical documents. The basis for this method of data coUection 

was rooted in sjrmboHc interactionism. This procedure aUowed for data 

coUected from the interviews, observations, and review of historical 

documents to be compared for simUarities and conflicts. The data were 

categorized by open, axial, and selective coding which lead to development of 

emergent themes. 

This chapter consists of an introduction to the emergent themes 

developed along with meanings of each of these themes. The introduction of 

emergent themes includes the basic themes along with the sub-categories 

developed within each. The remainder of the chapter reveals the meaning of 

each theme along with excerpts from each of the three data coUection methods 

that supported the given theme. 

Emergent Themes 

After open coding of the data, over seventy-five themes appeared. Next, 

data were coded axiaUy and selectively which combined and categorized data 

into six major themes relevant to the study. The six themes were: (1) social 
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relations, (2) character, (3) famUy, (4) exposure to competition, (5) exposure to 

new environments, and (6) financing for education. 

The most prevalent theme developed in this study was development of 

social relations through competitive Hvestock showing. These social 

relationships were considered to be with feUow competitors, parents, 

advisors, 4-H volunteers, Hvestock show officials, and various community 

people from Hvestock show sites. These relationships were beHeved to be a 

positive influence toward future development of each participant in the study. 

The second theme to emerge that was almost as pervasive was the 

development of character from exposure to Hvestock shows. This theme also 

included several sub-categories such as the development of responsibUity, 

work ethic, decision making skills, sportsmanship, and exposure to the loss of 

something cared for such as an animal. 

FamUy emerged as the third theme regarding the perceived benefits of 

competitive Hvestock showing. This theme related to Hvestock shows being 

an instrument that brings famUies together and bonds them for Hfe. 

Exposure to competition emerged as the fourth theme in the findings of 

the study. Competition in Hvestock shows was perceived to be a positive 

influence that taught some Hfe lessons to exhibitors. Also, competition was 

seen as a process to satisfy the desires a person has to be competitive. 

The fifth theme to develop was exposure to new cultures and 

environments. The dty atmosphere of Houston was a primary focus in the 

study and was beHeved to be a new experience for the exhibitors. This 

experience was primarily based on new people and atmospheres the 

exhibitors might not normaUy see. 
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The sixth and final theme to emerge, related to benefits of Hvestock 

shows, was finance for education. This theme showed how partidpants had 

appHed money gained from Hvestock shows to their educational career past 

high school. 

Social Relations 

The development of social relationships was the most common theme 

in the data coUection process. This theme was strongly supported through 

interview quotes and observations from field notes. The theme was impHed 

in the review of historical documents, but it was not as strong as in the 

previous two methods. Due to its strong emphasis in interview transcripts 

and observation notes, however, it stiU proved to be the most pervasive 

theme. 

The primary aspect in development of social relationships was shown 

to be making friends. The researcher used the phUosophy of symboHc 

interactionism to find meaning in this emergent theme. Friendships gained 

through Hvestock shows first of aU satisfied the basic human need for 

companionship. Also, data indicated that development of friendships by 

exhibitors made a positive impact on future endeavors exhibitors took part in 

after high school. This impact was in relation to coUege and future career 

goals. The foUowing interview quotes and observation notes supported this 

theme. 

The foUowing interview text came from a high school senior who has 

competed at the Houston Livestock Show for numerous years. The passage 

reflected one of the primary aspects exhibitors enjoy about Hvestock shows, 

which reflected sodalization. 
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Researcher: First off, what do you Hke about getting to go to Houston? 

Interviewee M: AU the time you get to spend with your friends and aU 
the new friends that you do make. And just getting out of this smaU 
town that we Hve in and getting into something larger and seeing what 
goes on there. 

The foUowing came from field observation notes related to sodal 

interactions. It showed an example of exhibitors interacting and developing 

friendships. 

I was walking down one of the large haUways of our hotel when I came 
across a large group of high school students. There were approximatdy 
a dozen boys and girls sitting on some couches along the waU. You 
could dearly hear the group laughing, and as I walked by it appeared 
that they were trading stories from their previous days at Brenham. 

The next quotation supported the importance of social relations and 

the permanence it can have on an individual. The participant was a coUege 

student who has been out of high school for a few years. 

Researcher: Looking back, now that you've been out of it a few years, 
which is more memorable? The actual animals you showed and how 
they placed or the interactions you had with people and making 
friends? 

Interviewee J: I think that maybe I enjoyed that aspect of showing 
more than I did showing itseff, and shoot, you couldn't have dragged me 
out of a show ring when I was in school, I mean, that was where I 
belonged. Just, 1 mean, years go by and sheep change and cattie change 
and you get one, seU him, and get another one and those friends that 
you make and the people that you meet, they are there every year and 
they never change. They always come up and say hi and remember your 
name and talk about what you talked about last year and stuff like 
that. 
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A father of four further emphasized the importance of socialization in 

Hvestock shows in the foUowing. 

Researcher: Looking back with kids you've got in it and your kids that 
are done, what seems more important in your mind the people and the 
interactions they had or specific animals and how they placed, that 
may be kind of a tough question? 

Interviewee F: The interactions, the friends they made and we've made. 
Sure we'd take a grand champion every year, but and I think just part of 
it is that feeHng when you win with a good animal. There's no way to 
describe the feeHng its what keeps you going back also, but I have to 
say its the interactions with the people and the kids that's the most 
important. 

The foUowing was noted from an interview with a set of parents whose 

chUdren have graduated from coUege and were past exhibitors. The passage 

described about exhibitors making friends and the bond they shared. 

Interviewee A: Our kids and most kids have made friends. Most of 
them made friends from other places and they normaUy wouldn't be 
around them. I think that's a good deal. I think that's a real good deal. 

Interviewee B: WeU, and it's that common bond of stock showing too. It 
was a common interest where as it probably would have been similar ff 
you'd had a basketbaU interest or something and seen the same kids 
over and over. But, ours was a year long program in stock showing and 
it was year after year and it was from the age of nine on. It wasn't just 
the four years you're in high school. 

Interviewee A: It wasn't just kids within a district or an area, it was a 
state. It was a lot bigger. Of course that Houston thing that's a big 
time deal. A lot bigger. 

This transcript came from an interview with a graduate student at a 

major university. It explained how socialization was important for 

communication skUls and for the future. 
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Researcher: Now that you've been out of it several years, looking back, 
what sticks out in your mind more? Social interaction you had with 
people or just actuaUy how you placed and the actual animal? 

Interviewee D: I think sodaUy, you know, you have to, you get in with 
that group of people and you've got to be able to talk to people no 
matter where you go in Hfe, and that just helps out a lot. And then you 
meet a lot of people that are gonna be, you know, you're gonna be 
working with later on too in Hfe. 

The upcoming passage expanded on sociahzation and explained the 

point of kids learning to work together through Hvestock shows. The interview 

partidpant was a parent of past exhibitors and was a former exhibitor as 

weU. 

Interviewee A: But I think the most important thing that our kids got 
out of it and most kids get out of it is, the way we do it here, is 
cooperation. They've got to work together. They've got to help each 
other. 

The foUowing data was coUected in an interview with an agricultural 

producer whose son showed actively in the 4-H program. He explained the 

importance of friendships and possible future contacts an exhibitor coidd 

gain. 

Researcher: Our study is looking at Hfe skiUs that exhibitors are 
getting from stock showing, specificaUy at Houston. What are some 
things you perceive as Hfe skiUs that they might be gaining? 

Interviewee N: I think in regard to Hfe skiUs, something that we 
receive, that a yoimg person gets out of there would be number one, 
friends that one makes. New friends and old ones that you have met 
down there and you get reacquainted with plus the new friends that you 
meet every year that you go down there. Then through these 
friendships, you also have the abUity to maybe make some connections 
down the road and, you know, it's just one of those things where a 
person grows through the number of friends and what you make of your 
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friends. I think other than friendship, I think the abiHty to get along 
with people. But the winning and the ribbons and the placing is 
important, but I think the friendship and the ties that you have with it 
is probably the most meaningful to me. 

The next interview text came from an interview with an assistant 

county agent that also showed as a youth. He explained about the large 

number of people Hvestock shows aUowed him to meet. He went on to note 

how the social relations he would have with some of these people would open 

doors for his education and future occupation. 

Researcher: Looking back, today, what things would be more 
memorable? Like the steers you showed and how you placed or the 
interaction you had with meeting people and getting involved in this 
industry? 

Interviewee C: WeU, I was mostly involved with cattle, but I did show 
sheep. I started out younger just showing sheep reaUy, and a few pigs. 
When you were younger hauHng with the older kids and them being an 
influence on you and wanting to be Hke them and your leaders. I think 
you always have the memories, especiaUy as you get older and have 
more success. I know one of my major memories was getting to go to 
the Astrodome my senior year with a reserve breed champion steer. I'U 
never forget that because, always wanting to be able to do that, it's 
something you always strive for and the size of the Astrodome and 
everything. I think those memories wiU always be important. But, 
more that the fact of what you've done with the animals, I think a major 
importance is the people. The people you meet, the people that have to 
do with the Houston Livestock Show itseff, the faculty and staff along 
with the people that you haul with from your county, your advisors, the 
people you look up to, and also the people that you meet from other 
counties and other Ag. chapters. Just meeting those people and 
opening doors and increasing your friendships. You know, some of your 
best fiiendships come from people outside of your community. I know 
when I went to coUege, I was the only person from my community, so 
about the only thing that I had that was very important to me was the 
fact that I knew a lot of people from stock shows and I got to coUege and 
those were some of my best friends, and stUl are some of my best 
fiiends were people that were friends aU through stock shows. We 
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became even better friends at coUege. So, I would say probably the 
most important thing would be the fact that the people that deal with 
the stock shows. 

This interview was conducted with a mother of four chUdren who had 

aU partidpated in the Houston Livestock Show. This data supported the 

development of sodal relations as having a positive influence on exhibitors 

future endeavors. 

Researcher: K Houston wasn't around do you think it would hurt any of 
the things your kids learn just by stock showing? 

Interviewee G: They would probably leairn the same things, but most 
other stock shows you just go in for maybe a day or two and by going to 
Houston and being there so long I especiaUy know the older girls have 
made Hfetime friends, I know when our oldest daughter went to coUege 
when she w£is a freshman she said you know, I know everybody here, 
obviously not everybody but she knew a lot of kids a majority being 
from Hvestock shows. She and our other daughter both have made lots 
of friends there and have met lots of people through it, and had lots of 
fun. 

This observation added that social relations at Hvestock shows 

occurred between kids of various ages. 

One interaction in particular I noticed was a high school age kid 
interacting with three young chUdren. I assume the high school age kid 
was sixteen or seventeen whUe the younger kids probably ranged in age 
from about five or six up to about eight or nine. The high school age kid 
was sitting on the edge of a show box with the three kids standing in 
front of him. He had a deck of cards and was showing them some 
tricks apparentiy and you could hear the kids laughing loudly at the 
end of some of these tricks. 
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This excerpt showed how sodalization not only occurred between kids 

but between parents and other people's chUdren along with entire families. It 

came from the partidpant previously quoted. 

Researcher: WeU do you have any significant memories about the 
actual Houston show or the people that sticks out in your mind. 

Interviewee G: That's what I was going to say, we enjoy the friendship 
we've made over the years with other families, not just the adults but 
their kids as weU, which seem Hke our kids, that's lots of fun. Even 
kids from different towns. 

The foUowing was a portion of field observations that further supported 

sodalization of various age groups. 

Took a break to go and look around the steer aisles at steers and to just 
see who was around. I noticed one group in particular that had about 
ten people sitting on the show box and in lawn chairs. This group had 
an age range of about forty something down to around five. This group 
was laughing and cutting up and you could just see what a good time 
they were having. 

Character 

The next and almost as prevalent theme to emerge was the 

development of character by Hvestock show exhibitors. This portion of the 

chapter focuses on character itseff along with several sub-categories. The sub

categories were development of responsibUity, work ethic, decision-making 

skUls, sportsmanship, and exposure to the loss of something cared for such as 

an animal. 

Data indicated that Hvestock shows contributed greatly toward the 

development of these quaHties in the participants. Character along with the 

sub-categories was beHeved to contribute greatly in emotional growth from a 
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chUd to an adult. This growth was seen through the learned abUity of being 

able to deal with real Hfe situations. This data were strongly supported 

through aU three procedures of the triangulation. Again, those methods were 

in-depth interviews, field observations, and review of historical documents. 

This passage appeared in the October/November 1996 issue of Ag. 

Youth Magazine and was written by a former Hvestock exhibitor. She gave 

meaning to the development of character through Hvestock shows and what 

she felt character consisted of. 

Showing Hvestock has taught me character. It has given me beHefs, 
always supported the importance of honesty, and promoted pla5dng by 
the rides. I have also learned responsibUity. I know that feeding and 
taking care of the animals is more important than going out with my 
friends. I have learned that ff I am good and honest to others they wiU 
reciprocate the gestures to me. 

The foUowing interview segment identified that even something good 

could come from something bad. It acknowledged character development 

through difficult times that can occur during Hvestock showing. The interview 

was conducted with an educator and mother of past exhibitors. 

Researcher: WeU, do you think the lows are part of the growing 
experience. 

Interviewee B: Oh sure they are. You bet. Yeah, that's what buUds the 
character is being able to pick up and go on and say weU, we made it 
over that hump and now we look forward to aU the other events of a 
senior year and stuff. You know, there is time after February. 

This article portion appeared in the March 1998 issue of the Purple 

Circle Magazine. It further vaHdated some of the things that make up 

character that can be gained through Hvestock projects. 
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WhUe these thoughts dance around in your head, think about the 
Junior Show Program. This is the perfect tool to teach morals, values, 
and ethics. In what other program can our chUdren learn how hard 
work pays off, how to be a good sport, how to accept defeat and how to 
win gradously? 

One of the sub-categories to develop from the theme of character was 

responsibUity. This interview transcript with a first year coUege student 

demonstrated responsibUity. 

Researcher: Do you perceive any Hfe skills that exhibitors might gain? 
If so, what are some things you might see? 

Interviewee O: That's a deep question. I think it teaches a young 
person responsibUity more than an5i:hing. Because, there were many 
times that I wanted to go out and I wanted to go have a good time with 
my friends, espedaUy when I got older. I wanted to go party with my 
high school friends, and I would have to stay home because I had a sow 
that was farrowing. You know, I had to walk my pig two mUes because 
he was getting a Httle fat and I had to have him real lean for Houston. 
You know, when I wanted to sleep in the morning, that would make me 
go out in below freezing weather and chip ice out of the water. It 
teaches a young person responsibUity more than anything. 

This passage furthered the development of responsibUity being gained 

through Hvestock showing. It came from a masters student at a large 

university. 

Researcher: Yes, what you learned specfficaUy related to Hvestock 
showing. 

Interviewee D: WeU, responsibiHty of taking care of the animals. You 
know, you gotta be down there every day and take care of them. 
Competition I think is a good thing. A lot of people think, you know, it's 
kind of a negative thing, but I think in Hfe, everjrthing is competition 
anyway. So, and being a good competitor and not being a poor sport 
about it. I think responsibUity is probably the best. 
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This transcript section came from an experienced Ag. Sdence teacher 

whose chUdren showed through the 4-H program. It helped estabHsh work 

ethic as a part of character and noted some of its rewards. 

Researcher: So that just basicaUy made you appreciate being at 
Houston more when the animal was there? 

Interviewee A: Yeah. Makes you appreciate or acknowledge the fact 
that you did make it through either Rosenberg or Brenham too. It's a 
tough old ?????. What they are doing, and I know it needs to be done or 
something, but it's made it an endurance race. And you've just got to be 
tougher or stay longer or work a Httle harder than the other people. 

This high school student furthered the issue of work ethic gained 

through exhibiting Hvestock. It also noted rewards hard work could bring. 

Researcher: WeU, Hvestock shows, getting ready for them, you put 
hours upon hours working with your animals. Is it worth it in the long 
run? 

Interviewee M: Yeah, I think it is. When you show pigs at Houston, I 
mean, you work with them a lot and your pig may go to the sift instead 
of the truck, but you stUl just can say that you've been there and you've 
actuaUy been to Houston or Brenham. 

Researcher: WeU, what is it you like about competition that you think 
makes you competitive? Can you put it in words? 

Interviewee M: I just Hke winning. I mean, ff I want it bad enough, I'U 
work hard enough to get it. It's just, for me, I think it is kind of easy to 
win. 

The foUowing passage added goal setting as another aspect related to 

character and work ethic. It appeared in the August 1997 issue of the Purple 

Circle Magazine. 

We discovered it offered much more. It was also an opportunity to get 
not only the kids, but the entire famUy involved in a Hfestyle. A 
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Hfestyle that hopefuUy would be of benefit to each of us and the famUy 
as a whole. A Hfestyle that would teach chUdren to set goals and the 
lesson of sacrificing to achieve goals. There is no immediate 
gratffication in the stock show business. Kids come to realize the 
rewards of long term dedication and the need for focus and 
commitment. Most importantly, it was a place to make memories. 

The foUowing added decision making and thinking skUls as another 

abiHty gained through competitive Hvestock exhibition. Thinking skiUs are 

attached strongly to moving into adiUthood. The interview was conducted 

with a past 4-H exhibitor. 

Researcher: Our study is looking at Hfe skills gained through 
competition at the Houston Livestock Show. What are some things you 
perceive as a Hfe skills? 

Interviewee J: I think some important Hfe skiUs would be leadership 
and the abiHty to cooperate and get along with others and help others 
and to give and take orders and commands and things Hke that, from 
different people. To be able to interpret different situations and how to 
react to those situations whether they are good or bad. Those are some 
things that I have certainly gained from not only Houston Livestock 
Show, but aU of them. 

Researcher: So, these are Hfe skUls that you perceive that you've 
learned through stock showing? 

Interviewee J: I think so. I think that the Hvestock show is its own 
world. It is a mini adult world, I think. Kids are thrown out there and 
exposed to it and expected to react in the proper way, and stuff Hke 
that, and I think that some of the skUls that I've learned in my Hfe aie 
a direct result of Hvestock shows and my involvement in them. 

This article appeared in the October 1996 issue of the Purple Circle 

Magazine. It supported development of decision making skUls and 

Ulustrated how it can occur in Hvestock showing. 
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Decision making is never easy at any age, but 4-H/FFA Hvestock 
projects require several key dedsions, such as selection of project 
animals, selection of feeding, care and management, fitting and 
grooming, etc. 

This interview added to thinking skills being attributed to Hvestock 

showing by highHghting that exhibitors are on their own when in the ring. The 

participant was a father and former exhibitor. 

Interviewee F: I guess your looking for Hfe skUls kids learn? 

Researcher: Sure. 

Interviewee F: DiscipHne, sportsmanship, work, to get there by working 
with their animals, I imagine its pretty lonely out there showing an 
animal, where you are aU by yourseff and have complete control I think 
that's a feather in there hat. 

Sportsmanship was another pervasive theme to develop under the 

heading character. This former 4-H exhibitor expanded on this idea. 

Researcher: StUl on competition, you grew up with kids from your high 
school that didn't show, Hke in athletics and U.I.L. and other 
competitions. Do you feel that you have gained anything through stock 
show competition that they perhaps didn't get in their other aspects of 
competition? 

Interviewee C: At stock shows, ff you do compete in the summer, or 
even ff you don't, you go to aU these stock shows and its usuaUy the 
same group of people. To a point, you become a famUy, and you are 
competitive with each other but yet you are happy for each other. And I 
think this is something important that you gain from stock shows that 
you might not from athletics or something, is being able to be happy for 
them ff they win and you don't, rather than just being upset that you 
didn't win. 
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This participant supported sportsmanship as one of the aspects of 

Hvestock shows. He is a parent of a former exhibitor and currently volimteers 

as a leader for his local 4-H club. 

Researcher: Our study is looking at Hfe sldUs that exhibitors are 
getting from stock showing, spedficaUy at Houston. What are some 
things you perceive as Hfe skiUs that they might be gaining? 

Interviewee N: The abiHty to work with people. Cooperation. I think 
our situation going to Houston is very unique in the fact that we go with 
a County team. We go as a team of people not from Town A or not from 
Town B, but everybody is pulling for everybody. And it's reaUy unique 
because we'U have our kids go in there, and it's not our kid, he might be 
from Town B or might be from Town C or any surrounding town, and 
everybody is rooting for our team. That relationship has reaUy been a 
meaningful thing for me because of the amount of cooperation that we 
have with people helping each other and helping one anther's chUdren. 
It has been a reaUy a good deal. 

These two parents of four further supported sportsmanship in Hvestock 

shows. 

Interviewee G: I know I have a friend from Town A which said she came 
back and was surprised when one of her fiiends came back and said you 
reaUy root for the Town B kids to do good, we just want each persons 
kids to do good, you're just happy for each other, I know the judge 
yesterday discussed being good sportsman and you want your chUd to 
do good, but their chUd also, and I'm always happy when other kids do 
good. 

Interviewee F: It's not as maybe the same typ^ of competition as say in 
athletics, maybe but everybody wants to win first place, you're always 
glad for the person that does win. Be happy for them unlike when 
another team wins, but for another kid you are happy when they show, 
win, and do good. 
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This passage illustrated how sportsmanship can be gained in the 

Hvestock show ring. It appeared in the March 1996 issue of Ag. Youth 

Magazine. 

The law of faUure is one of the most powerful of aU success laws. We 
faU only when we can't accept faUure. Sportsmanship and faUure go 
hand in hand. Showing Hvestock is one of the best ways to exercise your 
good sportsmanship skiUs. 

The foUowing observation occurred during the barrow show of the 

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo. It demonstrated sportsmanship between 

exhibitors. 

The Poland show began after a brief lunch break so I made a point to 
get over on the other set of bleachers where I could be closer to the 
actual show ring. The Poland show was a fairly smaU breed so we got 
to breed champion fairly quickly. This breed champion might be 
considered somewhat unusual, however, because of the three kids 
driving hogs two of them were from the same town. The judge selected 
one of these two exhibitors for breed champion and what was good to 
see was the first thing that happened after this was for the was other 
exhibitor to walk aU the way across the arena to shake the breed 
champion's hand. 

This artide cHp from the October 1996 issue of the Pumle Circle 

Magazine further demonstrated an example of sportsmanship. 

A Hvestock show has only one Grand Champion, but it has many 
winners. Most 4-H/FFA members who show Hvestock for any period of 
time usuaUy experience the extreme good feeling of an exceptional 
effort, plus the extreme disappointment of a project that didn't turn out 
as weU as expected. It's to be expected that win or lose, the 4-H/FFA 
competitors in the show ring can be seen after the show talking and 
enjojdng Hfe. 
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Loss of something cared for was also a theme related to bmlding 

character. This observation related to loss of a Hvestock project. 

I notice one steer left that had placed fifth and was ready to be taken to 
the truck. I asked the Dad of the exhibitors steer what they were stiU 
doing with it and he responded that his son just wanted to spend a 
Httle more time with the animal. 

This field observation expgmded on exhibitors attachment to Hvestock 

projects and displayed emotional attachment. 

I sat in the bleachers next to the gate for the truck after exhibitors were 
done showing. Many of the kids walked away crying and my research 
partner asked one Httle girl why she was crying. She responded by 
saying she would never see Dexter again that was her show pig. 

FamUy 

The third emergent theme was that of family and specificaUy how 

Hvestock shows could bring a family closer together. Partidpants in the study 

noted their famUy relationships were valued greatly. 

FamUy togetherness was seen as a benefit of Hvestock showing that 

contributed toward development as an adult. FamUy gave a sense of meaning 

to the importance of growing into a mature weU rounded person. Livestock 

shows were proved to be a bond for famUy togetherness. 

The upcoming data excerpts supported this theme. The excerpts 

appeared through interviews, observation notes, and review of historical 

documents. 

The first artide used in support of family togetherness through 

Hvestock shows appeared in the 1996 October/November issue of Ag. Youth 

Magazine. The foUowing explained how Hvestock shows provide families time 

together to support doseness as a famUy. 
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Showing Hvestock has taught me the importance of famUy. Going to 
shows each weekend reaUy brings a famUy closer together. The long 
drives and staying overnight together gives a family plenty of time to 
talk. My parents assist me with feeding, getting the animals ready to 
show, and anjrthing else I need help doing. Because of aU this time we 
spend together, I feel my famUy is as close as possible. We are able to 
talk and understand one another something some teenagers and their 
families cannot do. 

The foUowing was taken from the October 1996 issue of the Purple 

Circle Magazine and was reprinted from the 4-H Newsletter. It noted how 

Hvestock projects should be a family effort. 

IdeaUy, 4-H/FFA Hvestock projects should be a family affair. If the 
right percentages of time and energy are spent by youngsters and 
parents together, these projects can help young people learn basic Hfe 
skiUs and eventuaUy help them develop into better citizens. 

This interview excerpt was taken from a junior high school teacher 

whose chUdren showed for numerous year. It supported how families work 

together for Hvestock shows and shared a common goal. 

Researcher: You were talking about Hvestock shows were your 
vacation. Was it just as enjoyable to go to Houston as you would have 
had on any vacation? 

Interviewee B: Oh yeah. You can't say that being in the wash rack was 
the enjoyable part, but in a way it was because it was a teamwork 
effort. Those years, I remember more than any vacations actuaUy. 
Because we were working towards a common goal. You know, on a 
vacation, it's just sort of to have fun. And ours was to have fun, but we 
had that common goal to compete and it didn't matter ff we won or lost. 
We gained something from going. And that was something that we 
shared as a famUy. That's the whole thing. I never would have thought 
of not going and supporting the kids. 
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Researcher: So you don't think that Hke going to say Disney World or 
Colorado was as fulfilling as going to compete at Houston? 

Interviewee B: Those experiences were good for a one time shot, or even, 
we went to Disney World twice. They were good, but this was 
something that was new every year because we had new animal every 
year. We had a new chance every year. And, that was a goal, working 
towards something as a famUy that I think made the difference in a 
vacation and a stock show. I mean, it was that working towards 
something. You know, you can enjoy something a lot...Sometimes the 
getting ready for something is even greater than the event itseff. 

The next passage came from observations made during the Duroc 

barrow show at the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo. It supported how 

Hvestock projects can be famUy projects. 

The Duroc show had started and I stood in the back to see what was 
going on. I notice one famUy in particxdar. There was a dad, mother, 
and two sisters aU around one Duroc hog. I got to visiting with this 
famUy and they told me how this was the lone famUy hog remaining 
and that the Hampshire hog they had, had gotten the truck at 
Brenham. The entire famUy was around this pig just waiting to go to 
the show ring. There was stUl a good amount of time remaining before 
they showed but they each took turns getting in and brushing and 
caring for the hog. They told me how this was not just one girl's hog it 
was the famUies. 

The foUowing excerpt was also from field observations and further 

added to the issue of famUies working together. The foUowing was observed 

in the steer tie area during the first day of the steer show. 

Return to the back of the barn to just look around and I notice one 
famUy in particular. I saw an older high school aged boy and a younger 
junior high aged girl both towel drying a fresh washed steer. They were 
moving very hurriedly and were reaUy helping one another. Soon after I 
noticed the pair of young people, a woman walked up with a new bottle 
of sheen as she was taking off the Hd and putting on a new spray top. 
She began to spray down the steer and after she covered the animal in 
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sheen she put down the spray bottle picked up another towel and began 
to help the two kids dry the steer. 

Continued support to famUy being a key to the Hvestock show program 

was noted in the foUowing interview section. The participant was a coUege 

student who described how his famUy helped him to be successful. Also, it 

supported how entire famUies can become emotionaUy involved in Hvestock 

projects. 

Researcher: Did Hvestock showing support your famUy togetherness 
any? 

Interviewee J: I know that I would not have been successful in the 
Hvestock shows ff it wasn't for my famUy, and I don't recommend 
anyone to try to do it by themselves. I don't think they can do it. I think 
that even the kids and the young adults that show through FFA 
chapters, I stiU think have to have involvement from their family in 
order to be successful, ff anything, it brought us closer together. When 
we won, we cried together, and when we lost, we cried together. I mean, 
it was, my parents were extremely supportive and luckUy, I grew up in a 
home that was able to support my dreams and things I wanted to do 
financiaUy, and that made a big difference as far as my success in the 
show ring. And there are a lot of young adults that haven't had that 
opportunity, but they stUl had the opportunity to go there and 
experience what it is about, win or lose. 

This excerpt came from observations during the Yorkshire Barrow 

show. It adds to vaHdity of a famUy's emotional involvement with youth 

Hvestock projects. 

Notice one exhibitor that I recognized from some of my previous 
observations. My earHer observations had noted this young man 
putting a lot of hours into working his hogs at his county Hvestock show. 
This time I saw him getting his picture made behind a forth place 
Yorkshire barrow. He got his picture made and then put his hog on the 
truck. As the hog was taking the final steps toward the truck the young 
man patted the hog on the side, gave the proper people the appropriate 
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paperwork and jumped the fence to head off toward his pen. Waiting 
for him was what appeared to be his father. This gentleman put his 
arm around the boy and told him he had done good. The exhibitor 
grinned and they walked off together. 

The foUowing observation came during the Houston Livestock Show 

and Rodeo steer sfft. This passage supported emotional support a famUy can 

give to exhibitors even during times of disappointment. 

I was watching the shorthorn sift and I was witnessing a lot of 
disappointment as a large number of the Shorthorn steers were getting 
kicked into the a. A,O.B. class. I noticed one young man, I have known 
for several years, standing in Hne with his steer. I go on to notice his 
parents are sitting in front of me. This young man went on to get his 
shorthorn kicked into the A.O.B. class as weU. You could see the 
disappointment on his face and looking at his parents, their reactions 
were very simUar. The dad got up and headed toward the back to 
apparently help his son. The mother stayed in the bleachers and the 
father and son wovdd soon return. I overheard the mother say to the boy 
it wUl be alright and she put her arm around him. 

The foUowing continued to support famUy togetherness and showed 

how the entire famUy could be involved. The foUowing interview took place 

with a father who has kids showing today and kids who showed in the past. 

Researcher: Do you have any significant memories about the actual 
Houston show or the people that sticks out in your mind? 

Interviewee F: WeU I guess we remember the good and the bad, the 
animals we took down there that we thought would do good and they 
didn't and we've been down there not having a very good show, and we've 
been down there and had some good luck I guess. The fondest memory 
we've had was when we got to take that breed champion to the Dome, 
we'd Hke to do that again, we enjoyed the hide party they had the next 
year to kick off the oncoming year, I think we enjoy it. The fondest 
memories, I guess are the famUy getting together and doing that as a 
famUy thing as opposed to some other athletic or school events where 
its usuaUy one chUd just involved the whole famUies involved, we like 
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the comradeship with aU the people that go with us. and the good times 
we have with aU the other people and their famiHes. 

FamUy togetherness remained important in the next interview excerpt 

from a father whose son graduated last year. The foUowing also noted how 

Hvestock shows were also miique in the involvement of family 

Researcher: Which seems more meaningful looking back? The placing 
of the animals or the social interactions that you had just by going 
down there? 

Interviewee N: Oh, I think probably, in our situation, the way we have 
it, we've probably, I'd have to go and say that the interaction between 
famiHes and the friendships and the long lasting relationships that 
have developed because of our involvement in that program. It's funny, 
but Hvestock showing, and we made it a family deal. It was a family 
deal. When we went to a Hvestock show, we went as a family. And you 
know, Hvestock showing is just reaUy one of the last few remaining 
things that a family can do that you can indude the whole family. It 
made reaUy a big point in our Hfe with the involvement of our family in 
that. 

This interview with two parents, whose chUdren have been actively 

involved in Hvestock shows, further supported the rarity of how Hvestock 

shows are one of a few famUy activities left. 

Researcher: Is there anjrthing you would Hke to add about stock shows 
in general or Houston specificaUy? 

Interviewee F: WeU, none other than I think that's aU you can do where 
you can involve the whole famUy at one time. I know you can do other 
things like snow skiing and that's what lots of people do. I don't think, 
however there's any other place where you can involve the whole family. 
An event that can be rewarding maybe and teach kids and parents 
sportsmanship, leadership, aU in one deal. 
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Interviewee G: Right because most other activities you go watch your 
chUd perform, you don't help them out to the point where they are 
performing. 

This passage explained how Hvestock shows supported famUy even 

when sibHngs have moved on in Hfe after high school. This observation 

occurred during the A.O.B. division of the Houston Livestock Show steer show. 

It also added another facet of how Hvestock shows can involve multiple 

generations of a famUy. 

In the stands during the A.O.B. Show I was sitting next to a 
grandmother who was watching her grandson showing his steer. WhUe 
she was watching she was on a ceUular phone giving someone a play by 
play of everything that was going on in the ring. She stayed on the 
phone the entirety of the class untU the judge discussed the young 
man's steer, which placed tenth. When she hung up I poHtely asked her 
ff there was someone curious on the other end of the phone. She 
explained to me that it was the exhibitors older sister who was in 
veterinary school at an out of state university. She told me that it was 
driving the older sister crazy as this would be the first Houston 
Livestock Show she would miss since she was twelve years old. She 
went on to add that this was the best they could do to get and have her 
there. 

The next paragraph from observation notes also expanded on how more 

than just one generation of a famUy can take part in Hvestock shows. 

I was sitting toward the bottom of the stands during the Maine Anjou 
steer weigh in. I noticed an older gray headed woman sitting on the 
very bottom of the bleachers talking to a very young boy who was 
holding a black baldy steer. This exhibitor appeared to be in his first 
year of showing and couldn't have weighed over forty five pounds 
soaking wet This young man was up against the raU with aU of the 
other steers waiting to be weighed and as the Hne moved and he lead 
this steer up the gray headed woman would sHde down the bleachers 
with him. After the boy had puUed his steer off the raU I talked to the 
woman. I asked ff it was his first year to show and she said yes. 
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The final passage Hsted to support famUy togetherness appeared in the 

August 1997 issue of the Pumle Circle Magazine. It made one final point 

about famUy togetherness by stating how famUy bonding was one of the most 

valuable things gained through competitive Hvestock showing. 

The greatest of our stock show awards isn't found in any banner. It's in 
the relationships that grew with our Idds and the bond that developed. 
It's in the friendships and the shared experiences. 

Competition 

The fourth theme to arise from the data were exposure to competition 

through Hvestock showing. Participants in the study saw competition as a 

positive. 

Also, competition was seen as an influence on the development many of 

the issues related to character, which was noted earHer. The primary aspect 

of this was exposure to the phenomenon of winning and losing. Another 

benefit associated with competition was to fulfill the human need to compete 

against others. 

Meanings related to competition were demonstrated in the next series 

of passages. These passages were derived from interview transcripts, 

observation notes, and review of historical docmnents. 

This former 4-H Hvestock showman saw competition as a part of Hfe. 

The passage supported positive attributes of competitive Hvestock showing 

and benefits it can teach. 

Researcher: Obviously, competition is a part of Hvestock shows in 
general, especiaUy Houston. What are some of the advantages or 
disadvantages you feel come from competition related to exhibitors? 

Interviewee J: WeU, I'm sure that many people have many different 
ideas about whether competition is friend or foe. I personaUy consider 
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it is friend. I think that in everything that you do in Hfe you compete 
and there is always a winner and always a loser. There is always 
someone on top and someone on bottom. I think not only in, I mean, 
just comparing Hvestock shows to other activities, one thing that I 
think reaUy hits home as far as the competition factor is that there is 
money involved. There is at stake and something on the Hne. And that 
makes it even that much more important to be successful. I think that, 
as far as the competition factor in my experience, that it was something 
that was always extremely important to me and I tried not to see it as, 
you know, a win or lose. It was just do the best that I can and kind of go 
with that and see what happens. 

Researcher: Do you see any disadvantages to it? 

Interviewee J: There are a lot of people that think weU, this isn't good 
for the whole, I mean, it's a pretty intense deal and I have talked to 
several parents that think that "weU, I just wish this thing wasn't this 
uptight as far as the whole competition thing and I've got to win" and 
stuff, and I'm Hke, weU, ff they aren't going to learn it here, they are 
going to learn it somewhere else because that is what Hfe is about. I 
think that as far as, I mean, you don't win every show and you don't win 
aU the time, but when you do lose, there is a reason why. I mean, you 
don't go to a show and get your butt kicked without knowing why or you 
got the reason why you got beat or what happened or whatever. And 
that is always something you can take home and say okay, I know what 
1 need to do for next time. I don't see that there is any, I mean, what 
would anything be without competition. There wouldn't be any fun. 
There wouldn't be any reason to do it. 

This article appeared in the Pumle Circle Magazine in October of 1995. 

It showed competition as a part of Hfe and Hvestock shows being positive 

exposure towards it. 

These projects prepare our young people for the future. What other 
activity teaches the rewards of hard work, dedication, discipline, 
sportsmanship, and competition. Competition surrounds us daUy in 
the workplace it's in our government, we even compete in the parking 
lot. Few other activities can truly prepare youth better for Hfe then 
Hvestock projects. 
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This past 4-H exhibitor noted the importance of exposure to 

competition. The passage exhibited how competition is part of Hfe and that it 

does not have to have a negative impact between exhibitors. 

Researcher: What are some of the advantages or disadvantages that 
you feel competition brings on? 

Interviewee O: Competition. I guess it makes you deal with Hfe 
because competition is out there in anything that you do whether you 
are competing for a job or competing for a girlfriend, you know, you're 
competing for anything. I think competition is always out there and it 
has to, it gets you used to it. It makes you be able to handle pressure, I 
guess is another thing. It doesn't make you get aU mad at a friend, 
because, Hke I said, that friend, I showed against friends and there 
were many times that we were showing and I was either in first hole or 
maybe fifteenth hole and he was in fourteenth or placed below me or 
placed above me. And, you know, I had to be able to compete against 
him real hard in that show arena and try to beat him, but then 
afterwards, I had to be able to become his fiiend again. 

The father of the previous participant further supported competition. 

The excerpt noted competition as a part of Hfe and necessary to growth as a 

person. 

Researcher: What are some of either the advantages or disadvantages 
that come to your mind related to competition? 

Interviewee N: WeU, I think one of the points that I Hke to make about 
this competition thing is, you know, there's lots of competition in Hfe. 
But, a person grows with not maybe winning first, but you strive to win 
that first. Competition is a series of growth. I think you grow through 
competition. I think a person's abUity to understand why he didn't win 
first and his desire to win first is aU in regards to this competition. 
And without this competition, that's what it's aU about. I think that 
we've got to have the competition to make it work. 

This graduate student supported competition and saw positive benefits 

it gave to Hvestock show exhibitors. 
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Researcher: Competition is obviously a large part of Hvestock shows in 
Houston as weU, do you feel that there is any educational value to 
competition? Or that it is a good thing or bad thing? 

Interviewee C: I think competition is important because ff you are not 
out competing, ff you're not trying your best or ff you don't want to 
succeed, there's no need to be doing something. I mean, even though 
stock shows are fun and a big part of the importance of stock shows are 
to meet the people and to reach aU those values that you get from stock 
shows, but it is also important to be competitive. Competitive, that is 
a value I think, that you gain from stock shows and that you keep aU 
your Hfe. I think everybody wants to win, but at the same time, being 
competitive also teaches you to be a good loser. If you do not win, I 
think it is important that you take your loss gracefuUy and be happy for 
whoever did win. You know, that's another value that it teaches you. 
As long as you are competitive, you want to win and you strive harder 
and you try to reach your goals and achieve your goals, and I think that 
relates back to anything in Hfe. If you are competitive, you want to be 
the best that you can in anything and you'U try that much harder for 
whatever you're doing, and I think that you can kind of pick up that 
from stock shows and learn how to deal with it and how to handle both 
winning and losing. You've got to be a good loser, but you've got to be a 
good winner too. You know, you don't want to win and then go rub it in 
everybody's face. You want to be humble with your winning and also be 
gracious with your losses. 

The foUowing estabHshed pride and goal setting as a benefit of 

competition. The interview participant showed at Houston as a youth through 

the 4-H Program. 

Researcher: Do you think there is any value to competition in Hvestock 
shows. 

Interviewee D: WeU, I think it, you know, anybody can just take a steer 
and go out there and do whatever. And it gives you , when there is 
competition involved, it kind of makes you proud of that animal and 
take care of them a lot better. And then, later on in Hfe, every job that 
you try to apply for there is competition for it, so, that just kind of gets 
you ready for it earHer in Hfe. And I think, like I said earHer, 
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competition is probably one of the most important things as far as Hfe 
goes. And aU competitions aren't bad, and a lot of people feel Hke it is. 
But you can be competitive and be a good competitor too. 

This parent felt positively toward the competition his chUdren 

experienced through Hvestock showing. He pointed out how competition could 

bring people together. 

Interviewee A: But you know, when you thhik about it, I have seen kids 
that normaUy are not together because of different ages and stuff come 
together as a team at a stock show, Houston for example, because they 
are against the rest of the state. So they are cheering for everybody 
from our town right then because we become a team there not through 
one sport, not through an age group or something, but because of 
common interest. Community deal. And it was you against the world. 

The next passage exhibited the value competition can bring to 

exhibitors in Hvestock shows. The interviewee was the owner of a feed store 

and crop spraying business. 

Researcher: WeU, in stock shows and at Houston, competition is 
always a pretty large part of it. What are some advantages or 
disadvantages that you see through the competitiveness? 

Interviewee K: WeU, it's kind of Hke I said. The advantages, I see that 
Hfe is competitive. And, you know, they need to learn how to win and 
they need to learn how to lose too. ff they do lose, they need to learn 
how to win then. Because they are going to have to learn how to win one 
of these days. 

This interview was conducted with a younger 4-H exhibitor whose 

famUy has competed at the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo for numerous 

years. The foUowing supported competition and the satisfaction it can bring a 

competitor. 
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Researcher: WeU, you put in a lot of hours getting ready to go to 
Houston do you think it's worth it? 

Interviewee H: I think so, I just Hke Hvestock showing its just Hke 
competing in sports or athletics. 

Researcher: Do you Hke getting to compete against other people? 

Interviewee H: Yes, it's fun being competitive especiaUy when you win. 
I remember a first and a third place steer there, those were both fun. 

This observation occurred at the conclusion the Angus breed during the 

Houston steer show. It supported the satisfaction of winning through 

competition. 

I walked over to the end of the ring where the steers entered and left the 
arena. WhUe there I saw a father and son that I knew from the 
Panhandle area. They were waiting to get their steers picture made as 
he had placed fifth in the heavy weight class. I congratulated the two 
and they told me how excited they were because this was the first year 
they had even gotten close to being in the sale. The exhibitor said how 
nice it felt to win and to be one of the lucky ones in the sale. I asked 
what he was going to do with the money and his answer was to buy 
another steer so he could try it again next year. 

Exposure to New Cultures and Environments 

Exposure to new cultures and environments through Hvestock shows 

was the fifth theme to emerge from the data analyzed. The first component 

induded exposure to new people that would have never been seen or met 

without showing at Hvestock shows. The second aspect was exposure to new 

situations and environments induding the city aspect of the Houston 

Livestock Show and Rodeo. 

This theme was developed through coding of interview transcripts, 

observation notes, and review of historical documents. Meaning related to 
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exposure of new cultures and new environments was perceived as a benefit of 

competitive Hvestock showing that helped in the development of Hfe skUls. 

This pair of 4-H exhibitors expressed excitement in regards to going to 

Houston because of its size and glamour. They were asked ff they like getting 

to go the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo. 

Interviewee H: I love it. 

Interviewee I: Yeah. 

Researcher: What is it you Hke about going to Houston? 

Interviewee H: Oh, getting to go to a big city, I guess to show and see aU 
the stuff and people that is around there, it's neat. 

This participant and past exhibitor showed simUar emotion towards 

exposure to the big dty experience. 

Researcher: Looking back, is there anything that sticks out in you mind 
about either the city of Houston or the people that put on the stock 
show or just the people at Houston in general? 

Interviewee C: Being from a smaU town and never going to a big dty, 
????? being a big dty for you, once you go to Houston, you never forget the 
size of it, you know, the maUs and eating and places Hke that. Just 
how huge it was, you know, especiaUy for a young kid. You know, it is 
hard to remember, but I'm sure it is just amazing to see the size, the 
big city and the big buUdings. And I always remember Houston being 
the largest stock show in the world, and it was always important when 
you were younger to keep up with your parents or somebody because it 
was so easy to get lost in the AstrohaU. So that wUl always be a big 
memory too was the size of the town. 

The foUowing extract demonstrated exposure to a large city for 

exhibitors from smaU communities. The participant is a mother of past and 

present 4-H exhibitors. 
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Researcher: What are some things you might perceive as Hfe skiUs 
that exhibitors gain through this process, or showing at Houston? 

Interviewee L: I think they have interaction with people outside of a 
smaU community. Plus, they have a lot of competitiveness that they 
are going to see a lot more of the older they get. You know, everything is 
competitive. They gain something through this competition, through 
other kids. But then, just interacting with people in a large town and 
seeing what is actuaUy going on in a large town, to some extent. As 
opposed to what a smaU town is like. 

This excerpt came from an experienced agricultural science teacher 

whose chUdren were active 4-H exhibitors. The passage explained exposure to 

new people and new situations. 

Interviewee A: Then I guess exposure to people from different parts of 
the state and different ciUtures. They just need to, they're exposed to 
people that they don't normaUy have to be exposed to. And they can see 
some different things and meet some different people. I remember 
some kids it would be the first time they'd eaten in a restaurant. 
And some, eating breakfast in a restaurant, they didn't even know how 
to order a scrambled egg. I remember a kid one time he was eating at 
one of those seafood places and they had horseradish on the table. He 
asked one of the other kids "what is that" and they said "oh, it's some 
kind of salad dressing" and he took a big old spoonful of it and put it in 
his mouth. His old eyes went to watering. I thought they'd IdUed the 
kid. You know, it just, it was just a phenomenon to them. No, kids are 
more weU-traveled now and they've, either they've traveled by mUes or 
they travel through the TV and it, they probably aren't as easUy 
impressed as those kids were back in the 70s and early 80s. But, it 
was country coming to town, I guarantee you. 

This passage further vaHdated exposure to new experiences as a 

benefit from Hvestock showing at the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo. 

The participant has chUdren in the program currently and chUdren that are 

out of school. 
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Researcher: Do you think, looking back or at present, which do you 
think is going to mean more? The memories of how certain animals 
placed or just the interactions you got to have with people and famUy? 

Interviewee K: WeU, I think it's partly both, but then you hear the kids 
talking about certain people. You know, Hke within their FFA or 4-H 
group...what happened whUe they was at Houston. You know, kind of 
good times they had. Like, weU Hke for instance. Son, you know they 
would always go from Houston they'd run down and fi^h one day on the 
coast. They never got to do that and they talk a lot about that. But it's 
aU in connection with the Houston show. 

This data indicated exposure to new cultures through showing at the 

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo. The interview was conducted with an 

advertising executive who showed as a youth. 

Researcher: Do you have any special memories about either the people 
or city of Houston. 

Interviewee E: I remember meeting a lot of neat people. I remember a 
housekeeper named Opal at the hotel we always stayed at. She was 
there for Hke five or six years in a row. She Hked us because she had 
never been around Ag. type people from a smaU town before. Of course, 
we thought she was neat because we had never been around many 
people from a big city. 

The foUowing passage further demonstrated exposure to different 

cultures. 

Interviewee D: WeU, everybody was real fiiendly out there. We always 
stayed in the Grand, so ff you drive down that street you know, you kind 
of see a wide variety of people. 

This observation indicated exposure to new people even within the 

show ring. It occurred during the weigh in for the Maine Anjou steers. 
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Venture over from the hog show to the steer sift. I go on the side where 
they are weighing in the Maine Anjou breed. At first glance I notice 
what a wide variety of exhibitors we have here. We have girls and boys 
of aU ages, we have kids in every kind of dress imaginable. AU of these 
kids are here for the same reason, however, and they aU seem to be 
getting along. 

Financing for Education 

The final theme to emerge from analysis of the data was the benefit of 

financial support for exhibitors coUege education. A successful coUege 

education gave meaning to many of the things Hvestock exhibitors learned 

through Hvestock shows. 

The partidpants revealed financial gains through money won from 

animals along with scholarships given by the Houston Livestock Show and 

Rodeo. Data were supported through interview notes and field observations. 

This field observation occurred at the selection of the grand champion 

barrow of the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo. It demonstrated an 

exhibitor's plans for her winnings from the show. 

They just finished selecting the grand champion of the barrow show. 
The winner turned out to be a first year exhibitor. After she won they 
interviewed her and it turned out she had raised this hog and it was the 
first Utter they had ever raised. They went on to ask the young girl ff 
she had any plans for the money she was going to receive and she 
stated how she hoped to go to University and pursue a degree to become 
a doctor. 

This passage showed how exhibitors who had champions at the 

Houston Hvestock Show and Rodeo could finance their education which could 

lead to their helping society as a whole. The participant was a first year 

coUege student. 
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Researcher: FinaUy, just one last question, is there anything that you 
would just Hke to add about Hvestock shows or Houston? 

Interviewee O: Just that I would encourage individuals from now on to 
get involved in stock shows. Because as I said a second ago that my 
memories are the most important things, but another important thing 
is to those kids that won Houston. Because of that, they can now pay 
for coUege. They can now get an education. They can now go on and 
make this country, make this state even better than it was because 
they have learned aU that through stock shows. I guess the only thing 
I'd add is I would hope that more individuals wo\Ud get involved in it. 

This passage demonstrated Hvestock shows as a benefit for future 

education through people one meets and the financial aid that can be 

acquired. The interviewee is a recent coUege graduate who showed Hvestock 

through the 4-H program. 

Researcher: What are some other things you gained through Hvestock 
showing. 

Interviewee C: Just important things that help me want to be the best 
that I could and it opened a lot of doors for me. It opened doors at 
coUege and it also opened doors here at University, as fair as people, 
administration and people Hke that, ff it wouldn't have been for stock 
shows, they probably would never have heard of me and I probably 
would never have heard of them. It just kind of opened those doors to 
where I could get in touch with them and aUow them to help me as far 
as getting my education is concerned. You know and scholarships and 
things of those matters. And also, doing good at stock shows, aU that 
money aUows you to save that money and be able to afford to go to 
coUege. 

This mother of past and present 4-H exhibitors stated that her oldest 

chUd who had graduated from coUege made it through aU four years on her 

Hvestock show winnings. 
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Interviewee G; It's not monetary for us but yet we've helped the kids 
and had them put there checks in there savings account and that is how 
the girls have paid there way to coUege also, so it's a way of saving over 
the years, our daughter went 4 years of coUege on her earnings. 

This interview participant noted that Hvestock shows greatly aided her 

coUege finance. The participant is also a coUege graduate who had received a 

Houston scholarship. 

Researcher: If the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo didn't exist, 
would it affect any of the things our exhibitors are learning through 
Hvestock shows? 

Interviewee E: Yes, ff it wasn't for Houston I wouldn't have been able to 
put myseff through coUege like I did. I received a ten thousand doUar 
scholarship and I also I had the money from the animals I showed down 
there. That money helped me go to University and be successful at 
what I was doing. 

The foUowing two parents explained how not only was the Houston 

scholarship program financial aid for coUege, but it was a goal that shaped 

their chUdren. They also appreciated the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo 

for the opportunity. 

Interviewee B: The Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo scholarships, 
we became aware of those probably before our kids ever started going to 
that stock show. Because of some people we'd known that had gotten 
them and stuff. That was a goal that they set, we first set for them and 
then they strived to meet it. They were both able to get the bigger 
scholarships which were when daughter got hers it was eight thousand 
doUars was the biggest, and then they later raised that to ten and by 
the time son got one it was ten. And, I think that competition and 
knowing that they had a chance to get that, ff they kept grades up, ff 
they continued 4-H activities, ff they continued to be leaders and ff they 
did record books and tried for that competition too and both did weU in 
it. I think that aU of that contributed to the whole person that they 
became because it made them strive for more than what they might 
have been satisfied with had they not had that goal out there in front of 
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them. So I thank Houston a lot for that. It certainly was a boost to seff 
esteem and a big help in the coUege finances. 

Researcher: So for about ten years, that was one of their goals in Hfe? 

Interviewee A: Of course, I know you don't have to attend the Houston 
Livestock Show and Rodeo to get a Houston scholarship either. You 
know, but, we always felt Hke we got a Httle extra out of it because we 
had gone. 

This participant explained that although he did not get scholarship 

money directly out of high school, he did have money from Hvestock shows to 

further his education. The interviewee is a current coUege student in 

agricultural economics and was asked specfficaUy about the Houston 

Livestock Show. 

Interviewee J: I wasn't the exceptional student in high school, and that 
was my coUege education and the vehide to drive when I was in school 
and stuff Hke that. I mean, I appHed for scholarships this semester 
and hopefuUy maybe I'U get a decent scholarship. 

This parent expressed admiration to the Houston Livestock Show and 

Rodeo for the benefits they give exhibitors regarding education. 

Researcher: Is there anything you woiUd Hke to add just either about 
Hvestock shows or Houston? Positive or negative? 

Interviewee L: I do think that they put a lot of money back into the 
education for the Ag kids, and I think that's great. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

This quaHtative study was designed to vaHdate the perceived benefits 

of competitive Hvestock exhibition by Texas 4-H members. These perceived 

benefits related to development of Hfe skUls by 4-H members. In order to 

obtain the purpose of the study two specffic objectives were estabHshed: 

(1), What type of benefits can be attributed to competitive Hvestock 

showing by Texas 4-H members at the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo? 

(2). How are these benefits developed in the environment of and 

interactions with the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo and other Hvestock 

show competitions. 

Procedures 

The purpose of this project was to vaHdate the perceived benefits of 

competitive Hvestock exhibition by Texas 4-H members. A quaHtative 

research design was used to generate themes regarding the selected topic. To 

coUect data for the subject three methods of data coUection were used. Those 

methods were (1) in-depth interviews, (2) field observations, and (3) review of 

historical documents. The use of multiple methods, or triangulation, reflects 

an attempt to secure an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon in 

question (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). 

In-depth interviews were conducted with present and past 4-H Hvestock 

exhibitors and selected famUy members. The field observations were 

conducted at the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo and other sites 
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associated with the event. To complete the triangulation a review of 

historical documents was used. Literature for this review included articles 

related to Hvestock shows from magazines and newspapers. 

The theoretical framework for data coUection was rooted in symboHc 

interactionism. This focused the interest of the research toward 

understanding how individuals developed meaning in interaction with others 

(MarshaU and Rossman, 1994). Data coUected were constantly analyzed 

using a hermeneutic type of method. Found meanings were then coded using 

open, axial, and selective coding. 

Findings 

After axial and selective coding of the notes six major themes related to 

the benefits of competitive Hvestock showing emerged. Those six themes were 

(1) development of social relations, (2) development of character, (3) famUy, 

(4) exposure to competition, (5) exposure to cultures, and (6) financing for 

education. 

Conclusions 

The foUowing conclusions are based upon the findings of the study. 

These findings were subject to the Hmitations outHned in the first chapter. 

The most important aspect of these conclusions is that they were limited to 

participants of this study. Obtained conclusions were grouped into six 

categories, which were aU perceived as benefits of competitive Hvestock 

exhibitions. Benefits were related to growth into adulthood by Texas 4-H 

members. 
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Sodal Relations 

The most prevalent theme to emerge from the study was development 

of sodal relations by 4-H Hvestock exhibitors. The development of social 

relations was beHeved to be a key Hfe skill gained by exhibitors. Interview 

partidpants heavUy emphasized this theme as every participant made 

reference to the importance of the friendships they developed through 

partidpation at Hvestock shows. The theme was also evident in field 

observations as sodal interactions could be observed in aU settings related to 

Hvestock shows. 

Interview participants emphasized how they had gained Hfe long 

friendships through Hvestock shows. Parents amd 4-H leaders beHeved that it 

is essential in Hfe for youth to meet people. Exhibitors felt people they had 

met at the Hvestock shows had lead toward positive future development as a 

person. This development related to their futures such as coUege and career 

choice. 

Social relations were beHeved to be a main component of developing 

4-H youth into productive and contributing members of society. Being able to 

meet and get along with people is something that appHes to Hfe everyday. 

Learning abUities related to sodal interactions at a yotmg age can expediate 

the process of growth toward adulthood. Through Hvestock shows, exhibitors 

are not only given a chance to interact with people with a similar interest, but 

they have an opportunity to make social contacts for their futures. As noted 

in Chapter IV, participants were given the opportunity to estabHsh 

relationships leading to coUege and possible future careers. FinaUy, social 

interactions that take place at Hvestock shows meet the innate human need 

for companionship and camaraderie. 
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Character 

The development of character was the second theme to emerge from the 

research study. This theme included several sub-categories such as the 

development of responsibiHty, work ethic, decision making skills, 

sportsmanship, and exposure to the loss of something cared for such as an 

animal. Character issues are most commonly associated as one of the 

primary benefits of competitive Hvestock exhibitions. 

These issues related to character were emphasized through aU three 

methods of data coUection. The interview participants quoted numerous 

examples of how they felt that Hvestock show activities had helped them or 

their chUdren develop quaHties related to character. Observations at the 

Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo along with other Hvestock shows 

demonstrated such issues as responsibUity and sportsmanship. Also, there 

were many articles found that supported the development of character by 

Hvestock show exhibitors. Through the review of historical documents, this 

article appeared as a repubUcation in the Purple Circle Magazine from the 

4-H Newsletter (1995), it attributed Hvestock shows with helping its 

members develop quaHties of sportsmanship, responsibiHty, decision making 

skiUs and the abiHty to set and reach goals. 

Character is one common theme people relate to productive members of 

society. Livestock shows are an effective event that can act as a guide to 

develop these traits in its participants. One of the most obvious 

developments occurs as responsibUity. Livestock projects require time and 

dedication to be successful. Time is needed to feed, groom, and care for the 

animals shown. Exhibitors who commit to showing Hvestock are not just 

taking on an interest, they are taking on responsibUity. 
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Through the time and effort put in with caring for animals, Hvestock 

exhibitors can also develop quaHties related to work ethic. Junior exhibitors 

get first hand experience with hard work and how it can bring many rewards. 

Consequently, when exhibitors go into their first job, no matter what the age, 

they are not unaccustomed to putting forth the time and effort to complete the 

work at hand. 

In caring for and showing animals exhibitors also have to make many 

decisions on their own which can enhance their dedsion making or thinking 

skUls. Exhibitors are required to make decisions as minor as where to hold 

an animal or as complex as knowing the health status of the animal. 

Sportsmanship abiHties can also be acquired in the Hvestock show ring 

by exhibitors. Livestock shows are unique in that it is one exhibitor versus 

many exhibitors. It is possible to be competing against a total stranger, a 

famiHar face, your best friend, or even your brother or sister. Livestock 

competitors are given many opportunities throughout the year to compete 

with one another. To maintain the relationships they may have with other 

exhibitors, sportsmanship is a must. These competitors must be able to 

accept it when they do not win first and be happy for the person who did. Also 

they must be humble in their winnings and respect those who they defeated. 

The final theme that related to character was exposure to loss of 

something cared for. The majority of Hvestock show projects are terminal in 

nature in that at the end of each Hvestock show season an exhibitor tj^jicaUy 

seUs his or her animal through the show ring. As noted, exhibitors spend 

many hours in with working and caring for their animal projects. Through 

this time exhibitors become attached or regard the animal as a pet. Although 

exhibitors realize that these animals wUl be sold at the end of a Hvestock 
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show season, they can stUl get emotional when this time draws near. 

Exposure to loss can give exhibitors first hand knowledge of loss and how to 

deal with it and simUar situations later on in Hfe. Also, they can learn an 

important lesson regarding the value of Hfe itseff. 

FamUy 

The third theme that emerged was the development of strong famUy 

relations by Texas 4-H members who show Hvestock. These families were, for 

the majority, very homogeneous in nature. It should be noted that a number 

of the famiHes involved in this study were two-parent middle-class families 

from rural settings. The development of famUy relations by the participants 

was observable through each method of the data coUection. 

In-depth interviews showed how past and present exhibitors along with 

their parents appreciated the family bond that Hvestock shows gave them. 

AU participants felt that without Hvestock shows their famUies would not 

have been as close as they were. Observations revealed famUies working 

together, and also added multiple generations interacting within this 

phenomenon. Reviewed Hterature also noted the importance of famUy in the 

Hvestock show environment. One article stated that the best part of the 

Hvestock show program is the opportunity it provides parents to be an active 

partidpant in their chUdren's Hves. 

Livestock shows are unique in that they are one of the few youth 

activities that involve the whole famUy with every aspect of the program. One 

rarity is how chUdren of various ages are aU able to get involved in this 

program. Livestock shows can bring famUies together in numerous ways. 

Parents can help their chUdren immensely with Hvestock projects. This help 
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can include monetary aid, help with grooming at a show, or just them feeding 

for their chUd whUe he or she is at another school function. Help to their 

chUdren can be as simple as giving a ride to a younger exhibitor so he or she 

can go care for his or her project. 

The primary reason Hvestock shows are a famUy activity is the amount 

of time each famUy member puts in getting ready to show an animal. Most 

Hvestock shows require some travel and this provides opportunities for 

famiHes to make these long road trips. Spending hour after hour in a vehicle 

with the entire famUy can be rather grueling at times, but it can also be very 

rewarding in the quaHty time it creates. Also, famUy members get lots of 

time together sleeping in numerous motels across the state sometimes 

weekend after weekend. The Houston Livestock Show involves some families 

to spend as much as a week to ten days away from home and together. 

Through Hvestock shows, famUies travel as a famUy unit that is working 

toward a common goal and experiencing new and foreign environments as a 

famUy. 

FinaUy, Hvestock shows bring in emotions of the entire famUy. In 

Hvestock shows it is unique in how a parent can truly help his or her chUd. 

This is one of the few activities where parents can do more than just watch 

their chUd participate. Parents are given the opportunity to be a teacher and 

example for their chUdren. ChUdren can look at their parents as a model to 

try and become more Hke and hopefuUy develop the positive traits a parent 

should possess. Due to the closeness this brings toward famUy it is not 

uncommon to see an entire famUy excited when they succeed and distraught 

when they don't succeed. 
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Competition 

Exposure to competition was the fourth theme to emerge from coding of 

data. Competition was a large component of Hvestock shows that was 

obvious through interviews, observations, and review of historical documents. 

Participants of the study and the reviewed Hterature demonstrated 

that competition of Hvestock shows was something enjoyed by exhibitors. It 

was shown how competition in Hvestock shows was educational for those 

involved. The participants along with Hterature showed competition as a part 

of sodety and exposure to it in the Hvestock arena prepared exhibitors for 

competition in the real world. Participants also explained how Hvestock 

shows fulfilled a need to be competitive. 

Competition in Hvestock exhibitions is beHeved to be something 

desired by those who are involved. Livestock competitions are unique in that 

there can be different levels of success. A majority of youth competitive 

activities are designed where you only have a first place and everyone else is a 

non-winner. In Hvestock shows you have a first and a last, but you can have 

numerous participants placed in between. Many participants can see winning 

in this competition in many ways. WhUe every exhibitor desires to win first 

just making a premium auction may be satisfactory. At major Hvestock 

shows exhibitors can place many places away from first place and stUl feel 

successful. 

Competition in Hvestock shows is also seen as a positive as any one can 

compete from the ages of nine to nineteen. In Hvestock shows a chUd does not 

have to be the fastest, the strongest, or the most talented. Every chUd can 

show an animal effectively. Not every chUd is a great athlete or great at 
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academics but Hvestock shows can provide an opportunity for chUdren such as 

these to be competitive along with everyone else. 

New Cultures and Environments 

The fifth theme to emerge was exposure to new cultures and 

environments. This theme appeared in interview and observation notes. 

Exhibitors along with parents noted experiences that they would never have 

been exposed to ff not for Hvestock shows, especiaUy major Hvestock shows 

like the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo. These experiences were as minor 

as how to order a scrambled egg to as diverse as meeting a new culture of 

people. Partidpants appredated the experiences they had been through 

because of Hvestock shows. Exposure to new cultures and environments was 

also very observable through field observations by seeing exhibitors interact 

with new people and new situations. 

Livestock shows are truly spedal in that they can educate those 

involved about how not every thing is the same as it is in their home town. 

Many exhibitors would have never experienced differences in the world ff not 

for competing in Hvestock shows. Through seeing and meeting new cultures 

and being thrown into new environments exhibitors can gain new knowledge 

and grow as individuals. 

Finance for Education 

The final theme that emerged after selective coding was financing for 

education for exhibitors. A large percentage of the interview partidpants 

explained how through Hvestock shows and the Houston Livestock Show and 

Rodeo they had gained finance for their education. This finamce ranged from 
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money won in the show ring to coUege scholarships through the show program. 

It was also added how some exhibitors had met people at Hvestock shows who 

helped lead to acquiring coUege scholarships. 

WhUe Hvestock shows are no way to get rich, they can provide money for 

a chUd's future education. As some studies have indicated a majority of 

Hvestock exhibitors do use their winnings for education. A study by Hankes 

(1996) revealed that a majority of winners at the Houston Livestock Show 

and Rodeo had used their prize money for post-secondary education. This 

financial abiHty can only help participants as they try and continue their 

education after high school. Through education an individual can become 

more open minded and grow as a person to become a contributing member of 

society. 

Recommendations 

The foUowing are recommendations based on the conclusions of the 

study: 

1. The Texas 4-H Program should continue to utilize competitive 

Hvestock shows as a means of educating its youth members. Although this 

study has vaHdated, through quaHtative measures, the benefits of 

competitive Hvestock exhibition for this group, additional studies need to be 

repHcated with a larger population. 

2. Competitive Hvestock exhibitions should continue to be offered at 

the local, county, regional, and state level for Texas 4-H and FFA members. 

Each level of Hvestock shows offers educational opportunities for participants 

and their famUies. 
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3. As there have been many benefits of Hvestock shows vaHdated in 

this study, the Texas 4-H program should pubHcize and promote these 

Hvestock projects through educational journals, newspaper articles, and 

through additional research as educational for 4-H members and their 

famiHes. 4-H leaders and Hvestock show officials should consider pubHcizing 

the perceived benefits of competitive Hvestock shows. These benefits should 

be Hsted in the foUowing recommended order: (1) social relations, (2) 

character, (3) famUy, (4) exposure to competition, (5) exposure to cultures, and 

(6) finance for education. 

4. As Hvestock shows have been proven as educational for 4-H 

participants, more 4-H leader training should be conducted related to 

competitive Hvestock shows. 

5. Due to the homogeneous make-up of the majority of famiHes 

involved in the Hvestock show program, the Texas 4-H program should do 

more to encourage more diverse famUies involvement. More diverse famUies 

would include more single parent famiHes, more minority famUies, and more 

urban famiHes. 

6. More monetary advancement opportunities should be estabHshed 

specfficaUy for Hvestock exhibitors. Participants of this study indicated use of 

their monetary gains for furthered education. 

7. In order to support the emergent themes of this study, simUar 

quaHtative and quantitative studies should be conducted. Suggested topics 

are: (a) a factor analysis of the perceived benefits identffied by various groups 

to determine ff the same themes emerge as quantitative factors, (b) a study to 

determine how individuals perceive how these particular benefits of Hvestock 

shows effect academic and/or career success, (c) a study on the demographics 
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of the participants at the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo and how they 

relate to academic and/or career success compared to non-exhibitors, and (d) a 

study which examines the effects and benefits gained from participating as 

volunteers at Hvestock exhibitions such as the Houston Livestock Show and 

Rodeo. 
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INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS 
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Interview Participants 

A: Agricultural Science Instructor, Former Exhibitor, and Parent of former 
4-H exhibitors 

B: School Teacher, Parent of former 4-H exhibitors, and Wffe of A 
C: Assistant County Extension Agent, Former 4-H exhibitor 
D: CoUege Graduate Student, Former 4-H exhibitor 
E: Representative for a PubHc Relations Co., Former 4-H Exhibitor 
F: Farmer and Rancher, Former Exhibitor, and Parent of present and past 

4-H exhibitors 
G: Manager of a large farm operation, Parent of present and past 4-H 

exhibitors, and Wffe of F 
H: Current 4-H exhibitor. Son of F and G 
L Current 4-H exhibitor. Son of F and G 
J: CoUege Student, Former 4-H exhibitor 
K: Owner/Operator of a Feed Store and Crop Spraying Service, and Parent 

of present and past 4-H exhibitors 
L: Owner/Operator of a Feed Store and Crop Spraying Service, and Parent 

of present and past 4-H exhibitors, Wffe of K 
M: Current 4-H exhibitor. Daughter of K and L 
N: Farmer and Swine Producer, and Parent of former 4-H exhibitors 
O: CoUege Student, and Former 4-H exhibitor 
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SAMPLE OF AN INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT 
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Sample of an Interview Transcript 

Researcher: Could you just explain the relationship you've had with the 
Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo? 

Interviewee: WeU I guess starting when I was younger I showed at Houston. I 
was an exhibitor and then after I got older and got into coUege at University A, 
for three years 1 worked with the heffer show and assisted with that as a 
student, and now this year, I am a grad student at University B and I'm 
working with the County Extension Service, so I am a leader. 

Researcher: So did you show from like third grade to senior year or? 

Interviewee: Yeah, whatever the first grade would be, I assume its third grade 
year, I showed aU the way up untU I was a senior at Houston. 

Researcher: What do you perceive as some of the Hfe skills that you got 
Through stock showing, specfficaUy at Houston? What is stiU with you that 
you think stock showing taught you, in the big picture? 

Interviewee: As far as stock shows in whole, and also Houston, I would have 
to say that they have a major reason why I am where I am today. Considering 
I am still related, my job is related to stock shows as a whole. I think they 
had a major influence on where I went to school, both University A and 
University B, because my majors were agricultural related. They taught me 
Hfe skiUs as far as how to deal with people, how to work with people. I 
learned important thing about animals, how to work with animals. How to 
have leadership quaHties, how to strive to succeed. Just important things 
that help me want to be the best that I could and it opened a lot of doors for 
me. It opened doors at University A and it also opened doors here at 
University B, as far as people, administration and people Hke that. If it 
wouldn't have been for stock shows, they probably would never have heard of 
me and I probably would never have heard of them. It just kind of opened 
those doors to where I could get in touch with them and aUow them to help me 
as far as getting my education is concerned. You know and scholarships and 
things of those matters. And also, doing good at stock shows, aU that money 
aUows you to save that money and be able to afford to go to coUege. 

Researcher: You're talking about looking back on it as far as coUege and 
helping you meet people. Looking back, today, what things would be more 
memorable? Like the steers you showed and how you placed or the interaction 
you had with meeting people and getting involved in this industry? 
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Interviewee: WeU, I was mostly involved with cattle, but I did show sheep. I 
started out younger just showing sheep reaUy, and a few pigs. When you were 
younger hauling with the older kids and them being an influence on you and 
wanting to be Hke them and your leaders. I think you always have the 
memories, especiaUy as you get older and have more success. I know one of 
my major memories was getting to go to the Astrodome my senior year with a 
reserve champion steer. I'U never forget that because, always wanting to be 
able to do that, its something you always strive for and the size of the 
Astrodome and everything. I thiiUc those memories wiU always be important. 
But, more that the fact of what you've done with the animals, I think a major 
importance is the people. The people you meet, the people that have to do 
with the Houston Stock Show itseff, the faculty and staff along with the 
people that you haul with from your county, your advisors, the people you look 
up to, and also the people that you meet from other counties and other AG 
chapters. Just meeting those people and opening doors and increasing your 
friendships. You know, some of my best friendships come from people outside 
of your community. I know when I went to University A, I was the only person 
from my community, so about the only thing that I had that was very 
important to me was the fact that I knew a lot of people from stock shows and 
I got to University A and those were some of my best fidends, and stiU are 
some of my best friends were people that were friends aU through stock 
shows. We became even better friends at University A and also here at 
University B. So I would say probably the most important thing would be the 
fact that the people that deal with the stock shows. 

Researcher: Also looking back, is there anything that sticks out in you mind 
about either the city of Houston or the people that put on the stock show or 
just the people at Houston in general? 

Interviewee: WeU, I think one thing that, as a kid, you took for granted was 
the people that worked at the stock shows. You know, once I got into coUege 
and became one of those persons that worked at the stock shows, I think the 
amazing thing was that, I never knew this when I was younger, but those 
people from the Houston community that work at the stock shows, they get on 
a waiting Hst and usuaUy wait five to ten years to get to work at the stock 
show. And they do it for free and it is something that they always look 
forward to. And that proves even though that Houston is mostly a large town, 
people do stiU want to have something to do with agriculture and with the 
kids themselves. And I think, you know, just how those people help us strive 
for what we do, there is no way that the Houston Stock Show could ever go on 
without those volunteers. And also, just the fact that coming from a smaU 
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community, you know as weU as I do, being from a smaU town and never going 
to a big city, being a big dty for you, once you go to Houston, you never 
forget the size of it, you know, the malls and eating and places Hke that. Just 
how huge it was, you know, especiaUy for a young kid. You know, it is hard to 
remember, but I'm sure it is just amazing to see the size, the big city and the 
big buUdings. And I always remember Houston being the largest stock show 
in the world, and it was always important when you were younger to stay v^ith 
your parents because it was so big in the AstrohaU. So that wiU always be a 
big memory too was the size of the town. 

Researcher: Competition is obviously a large part of stock shows in Houston 
as weU, do you feel that there is any educational value to competition? Or 
that it is a good thing or bad thing? 

Interviewee: I think competition is important because ff you are not out 
competing, ff you're not trying your best or ff you don't want to succeed, there's 
no need to be doing something. I mean, even though stock shows are fun and a 
big part of the importance of stock shows are to meet people and to reach aU 
those values that you get from stock shows, but it is also important to be 
competitive. Competitive, that is a value I think, that you gain from stock 
shows and that you keep aU your Hfe. I think everybody wants to win, but at 
the same time, being competitive also teaches you to be a good loser, ff you do 
not win, I think it is important that you take your loss gracefuUy and be happy 
for whoever did win. You know, that's another value that it teaches you. As 
long as you are competitive, you want to win and you strive harder and you try 
to reach your goals and achieve your goals, and I think that relates back to 
anything in Hfe. ff you are competitive, you want to be the best that you can in 
anything and you'U try that much harder for whatever you're doing, and I think 
that you can kind of pick up that from stock shows and learn how to deal with 
it and how to handle both winning and losing. You've got to be a good loser, 
but you've got to be a good winner too. You know, you don't want to win and 
then go rub it in everybody's face. You want to be humble with your wiiming 
and also be gracious with your losses. 

Researcher: StUl on competition, you grew up with kids from your high school 
that didn't show, Hke in athletics and U.I.L. and other competitions. Do you 
feel that you have gained anything through stock show competition that they 
perhaps didn't get in their other aspects of competition? 

Interviewee: Once again it goes back to being from a smaU town kind of. But, 
not everybody has the opportunity, being from Town, to leave the tov^n. You 
know, and athletics is also very competitive, but you're always just competing 
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in a smaUer area and I think, you know, one advantage I had over a lot of 
people was the opportunity to leave Town and be cultured. And the 
competition is greater when it is on such a broad base as Houston. You are 
competing with that many more people and in athletics you are competing 
with one team, at that time, and it is very competitive. But as far as Houston 
is concerned, you are competing with a large number of people. And also, 
being competitive with these people you also have the opportunity to become 
friends with a lot of these people. UsuaUy with athletics, at school, you don't 
become friends with these people. You're competitive and try to beat them and 
then when you get through with the basketbaU game or footbaU game and 
load up on the bus ad go home. You won't see those people untU you come 
back and compete with them again. At stock shows, ff you do compete in the 
summer, or even ff you don't, you go to aU these stock shows and its usuaUy 
the same group of people. To a point, you become a famUy, and you are 
competitive with each other but yet you are happy for each other. And I think 
this is something important that you gain from stock shows that you might 
not from athletics or something, is being able to be happy from them ff they 
win and you don't, rather than just being upset that you didn't win. 

Researcher: Do you feel that ff Houston Livestock Show didn't exist, ff it 
wasn't out there, that it would affect what kids are learning from Hvestock 
shows in general? I mean, would it have a negative impact on them? 

Interviewee: I think Houston is important. I'm sure the world would continue 
to evolve and revolve without the Houston Stock Show, but I do think it is very 
important. You know, like I said, they do a lot for, not only the Houston 
community but for aU the state of Texas. They have the scholarships and it's 
just educational to be at the stock show. I think I've accompHshed a lot 
because of Houston. I think ff we woiUd not have had the Houston Stock 
Show, there would be many things that I wouldn't have been able to do 
without that stock show. I feel Hke it is an important stock show. It's 
important for the kids. It's something that everybody looks forward to every 
year and something that they want to do every year. There are other stock 
shows, but, as a whole, everybody always looks forward to going to the 
Houston Stock Show. I think without it, stock shows, as a whole, would not be 
near as enjoyable as they are. I think everybody kind of always, aU the stock 
shows always try to catch up with Houston. They want to be just as good as 
Houston Stock Show, and they kind of set the goals and the benchmarks for 
everybody else. And I think without the Houston Stock Show, there would 
never be that push for those other stock shows to be as good as they are. So I 
think Houston is important and I think it is important that we continue to 
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have, not only the rodeo and aU those activities, but also the Hvestock show 
itseff. 

Researcher: If you could, what are some things you might change about the 
Houston Livestock Show? 

Interviewee: I think, you know, one thing that has always been known with 
the Houston Stock Show is the size, and I think the size is important because 
that is what they are known for. But, sometimes size is not always as 
important, you know, sometimes that hurts. I know ff some of the classes, you 
know, the cattle and sheep and stuff, it's reaUy big. But I think one thing that 
I think takes away from the Houston Stock Show is the fact that we have 
these preliminary shows, Hke at Brenham and Rosenberg, and I think those 
are important because you've got to get it narrowed down. But I think 
something that might help the stock show would be ff we had those 
preHminary shows at Houston, maybe the week before or something, a Httle 
bit earHer. There are a lot of kids that go to these shows at Brenham and 
Rosenberg that their animals don't advance to Houston, they never have a 
chance to go to Houston. I think ff we had aU these shows at one location it 
would be more feasible for these kids and they would have an opportunity to 
go to Houston. And I think one downfaU I see to Houston, and you can't blame 
them for this, but I know a lot of the prize money from the sales and stuff, 
they take aU this money and distribute this money in scholarships. I think 
that is great, but one problem I see with that is the fact that they distribute a 
lot of that money just among kids from the Houston area. Whereas, kids from 
aU over the state of Texas have raised that money. It is their animals that 
were sold and since they have the cap, they receive the excess money from 
people and that money goes strictly to people from Houston. I think it ought 
to go out more towards a statewide scholarship program rather than just 
programs strictly for the Houston area. 

Researcher: FinaUy, is there anything else you'd Hke to add about Houston or 
some special memory or just things you think it taught you in Hfe? 

Interviewee: WeU, Hke we said earHer, competition and friendships cannot be 
replaced from Houston. I learned a lot of leadership capabUities, not only as 
an exhibitor but also when I came back and was on staff with the heffer show. 
It taught me responsibiHty. It gave me some good memories and I think one 
thing that a lot of people take for granted what the people on the other side 
are doing. As an exhibitor, you take for granted your leaders, you take for 
granted the people that set up the show and do the show. Whereas now, I've 
kind of got to do a Httle bit of everything. You know, there for two or three 
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years I was working with the heffer show. WeU you see, on the other side, how 
hard it is to put on a show, how many problems you run into, and I think being 
on that side you come to understand a Httle bit more what those people go 
through. The long hours they put in, the long nights, the early mornings, to 
put on a show and how much money and time it takes to put on a show Hke 
Houston. And also, now being a leader with the extension service, I think I see 
how hard it is to get a group together, to get everything assembled, and to 
take care of the animals and get them to the Houston Stock Show and to take 
care of aU these people. So, 1 think an important lesson, an important thing 
people ought to know, is to look back and don't take for granted something 
that anybody else does you've been in that person's footsteps, ff you aren't in 
their shoes, you don't reaUy know what they are going through either. I think 
it is important just to reaUze what they do for you also. 
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Excerpt From Field Observation Notes 

Field Observations - Wednesday March 4 

Begin the day at the hog show again and they are showing the York 
breed. See some simUar scenes to the prior day. There are people visiting, 
laughing, watching and trying to figure out what exactly the judge is doing. 
Notice one exhibitor that I recognize from some of my practice observations. 
In my previous observations I had noted how this young man had gotten so 
close to winning a grand champion, but didn't get it. I had observed him 
working with his hogs for several hours in the back of the show barn. This 
time 1 saw him getting his picture made behind a fourth place hog. He got his 
picture made and then put his hog on the truck. As the hog was taking the 
final steps toward the truck the young man patted the hog on the side, gave 
the proper people the appropriate paperwork and jumped the fence to head off 
toward his pen. Waiting for him was what appeared to be his father. This 
gentleman put his arm around the boy and told him he had done good. The 
exhibitor grinned and they walked off. 

Notice one exhibitor I recognize from the heffer show. This young lady 
had breed champion heffer and now when I notice her she had a reserve breed 
champion hog. It appeared that she had obviously put a lot of time and effort 
into her animal projects and that she was receiving the benefits. 

Standing in the corner of the bleachers I have a first year advisor come 
up and start talking to me about a kid driving a hog he had bought. He 
explained to me how it was the only hog he had actuaUy bought and that it 
was the first year he had an experience with the hog show as most of his 
experience had been with Ag. mechanics. He was as nervous as the exhibitor-
he could hardly stand stUl and or even form complete sentences. He went on 
to explain how he loved working on his own Ag. mechanics projects in school, 
but he never had been so nervous. 

Spend some time with one of my interview famiHes who have a son 
with a heavy-weight cross in the very last class. This famUy was more 
famUiar in the steer show as they have had several first places over the years 
and even a breed champion. Although they had shown some hogs in the past 
this was relatively a new experience to them. 

Venture over from the hog show to the steer sift. I go on the side where 
they are weighing in the Maine Anjou breed. At first glance I notice what a 
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wide variety of exhibitors we have here. We have girls and boys of aU ages, we 
have kids in every kind of dress imaginable. AU of these kids are here for the 
same reason, however, and they aU seem to be getting along. 

I was sitting toward the bottom of the stands during the Maine Anjou 
steer weigh in. I noticed an older gray headed woman sitting on the very 
bottom of the bleachers talking to a very young boy who was holding a black 
baldy steer. This exhibitor appeared to be in his first year of showing and 
couldn't have weighed over forty five pounds soaking wet This young man was 
up against the raU with aU of the other steers waiting to be weighed and as 
the line moved and he lead this steer up the gray headed woman would sHde 
down the bleachers with him. After the boy had puUed his steer off the raU I 
talked to the woman. I asked ff it was his first year to show and she said yes. 

After watching the sift for a whUe I dedded to look around the back of 
the barn to see what was going on. I looked around for a whUe and saw lots of 
interactions. I noticed in particular you had people of different ages 
interacting. From very smaU chUdren up to senior citizens you could find 
people of various ages interacting. One interaction in particular I noticed a 
high school age kid interacting with three young kids. I assume the high 
school age kid was sixteen or seventeen whUe the younger kids probably 
ranged in age from about five or six up to about eight or nine. The high school 
age kid was sitting on the edge of a show box with the three kids standing in 
front of him. He had a deck of cards was showing them some tricks 
apparently and you could hear the kids laughing loudly at the end of some of 
these tricks. 

I was watching the shorthorn sift and I was witnessing a lot of 
disappointment as a large number of these shorthorns were getting kicked 
into the A.O.B. class. I noticed one young man, I have known for several years, 
standing in Hne with his steer. I go on to notice his parents are sitting in front 
of me. This young man went on to get his shorthorn kicked into the A.O.B. 
You could see the disappointment on his face and looking at his parents, their 
reactions were very simUar. The Dad got up and headed toward the back to 
apparently help his son. The mother stayed in the bleachers and the father 
son soon returned. I overheard the mother say to the boy it wiU be alright and 
she put her arm around him. 

Later in the evening my research partner and myseff return to the 
AstrohaU to observe the grand champion hog drive in the main arena. In the 
drive each of the 14 exhibitors gets to bring either one or two people with 
them. So huddled around the holding pens were several parents, agents or Ag. 
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teachers there to aid the exhibitors. The exhibitors aU got announced for 
champion and then it came time for the judge to select his grand hog. It 
turned out the winner was a very young girl who was showing at Houston for 
the first time. After she won they interviewed her and it turned out she had 
raised this hog and it was the first Htter they had ever raised. They went on 
to ask the young girl ff she had any plans for the money she was going to 
receive and she stated how she hoped to go to Texas A&M University and 
pursue a degree as a doctor. 
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List Of Emergent Themes After Axial Coding 

The foUowing are a Hst of themes that emerged after axial coding and 

before selective coding of the data. 

QuaHty of the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo 

QuaHty of Volunteers at the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo 

Ban of professional Hvestock fitters 

Need for the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo to help with TAAS 

scheduHng 

Problems with unethical practices 

Gained knowledge about Hvestock 

Dislike of sHck shearing market steers 

DisHke of pre-Houston sffts 

Problems with traffic and parking 

Livestock shows as a source of Ag. Hteracy 
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